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Abstract 
Meseguer, J., Conditional rewriting logic as a unified model of concurrency, Theoretical 
Computer Science 96 (1992) 73-155. 
Rewriting with conditional rewrite rules modulo a set E of structural axioms provides 
a general framework for unifying a wide variety of models of concurrency. Concurrent 
rewriting coincides with logical deduction in conditional rewriting logic, a logic of actions 
whose models are concurrent systems. This logic is sound and complete and has initial 
models. In addition to general models interpreted as concurrent systems which provide 
a more operational style of semantics, more restricted semantics with an incresingly 
denotational flavor such as preorder, poset, cpo, and standard algebraic models appear 
as special cases of the model theory. This permits dealing with operational and deno- 
tational issues within the same model theory and logic. A programming language called 
Maude whose modules are rewriting logic theories is defined and given denotational and 
operational semantics. Maude provides a simple unification of concurrent programming 
with functional and object-oriented programming and supports high level declarative 
programming of concurrent systems. 
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1. Introduction 
The main goal of this paper is to propose a general and precise answer to 
the question: 
What is a concurrent system? 
It seems fair to say that this question has not yet received a satisfactory 
answer, and that the resulting situation is one of conceptual fragmentation 
within the field of concurrency. The field seems in need of internal unifica- 
tion because it is at present hard to relate very different approaches-each 
with a different set of basic concepts, models, and problems-such as for ex- 
ample Petri nets, algebraic approaches originating in CCS and CSP, Actors, 
and temporal-logic-based approaches. The problem of conceptual fragmen- 
tation appears not only across different approaches, but also within a given 
approach. For example, within the algebraic approach some problems are 
dealt with using denotational semantics methods, whereas other problems 
less amenable to a denotational treatment are dealt with using an opera- 
tional semantics; however, a clear account of how to unify the operational 
and denotational viewpoints within a common semantic basis seems to be 
lacking. This work addresses this double need for conceptual unification 
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across and within different approaches. The need for a conceptual unilica- 
tion of concurrency is being felt quite strongly, and has also been addressed 
in other recent proposals such as the n-calculus [ 10 1 ] and the chemical 
abstract machine [ 16 1. 
A related problem-which might be understood as the problem of achiev- 
ing an external unification of concurrency with other areas-is the integration 
of concurrent programming with other programming paradigms, such as func- 
tional and object-oriented programming. Integration attempts typically graft 
an existing concurrency model on top of an existing language, but such ad 
hoc combinations often lead to monstrous deformities which are extremely 
difficult to understand. Instead, this paper proposes a semantic integration 
of those paradigms based on a common logic and model theory. Such an 
integration is embodied in a programming language called Maude whose 
basic syntax and mathematical semantics are also discussed in the paper. In 
Maude, concurrent computation and logical deduction coincide. Actually, 
Maude is a logic programming language in the general axiomatic sense made 
precise in [91]. Maude contains a functional sublanguage entirely similar to 
OBJ3 [46] as well as more general system modules, and also object-oriented 
modules that provide notational convenience for object-oriented applications 
but are reducible to system modules. The language’s semantics is directly 
based on the model theory of rewriting logic and yields the desired semantic 
integration of concurrency with functional and object-oriented programming. 
Rewriting logic is implicit in term rewriting systems but has passed for 
the most part unnoticed due to our overwhelming tendency to associate 
term rewriting with equational logic. Its proof theory exactly corresponds to 
concurrent computation, and the model theory proposed for it in this paper 
provides the general concept of concurrent system that we are seeking. 
The key ideas of this semantics were developed in December of 1987 
[89] and were disseminated among a small group of researchers; they 
were first presented to a general audience in the San Miniato conference. 
This semantics generalizes the categorical semantics of Petri nets that we 
developed in joint work with Ugo Montanari [96,97]. 
The resulting notion of concurrent system specializes to a wide vari- 
ety of concurrency models in a natural way. Section 5 discusses several 
of those specializations including: labelled transition systems, functional 
programming-in several flavors such as the general recursive functions of 
Herband-Godel-Kleene, the lambda calculus, and algebraic data types-, 
Post systems and phrase-structure grammars, Petri nets, the chemical ab- 
stract machine [ 161 and CCS [99], as well as a new logical theory of 
concurrent object-oriented programming that encompasses Actors [ 31 and 
the UNITY model of computation [21] as particular cases. The models 
discussed are meant to illustrate quite different lines of work, but no claim 
to be exhaustive is made. Indeed, in this matter being exhaustive seems 
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hardly possible. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the rest of this introduction we 
discuss informally the nature of rewriting logic as a logic of action, and 
motivate the intrinsically concurrent character of rewriting. We also show 
that the functional interpretation of rewriting corresponding to equational 
logic is too narrow and breaks down even for very simple examples, mo- 
tivating in this way the need for rewriting logic. Section 2 presents the 
rules of deduction for conditional rewriting logic and makes precise the 
formal identification of concurrent rewriting with logical deduction. Sec- 
tion 3 proposes a model theoretic semantics for rewriting logic and gives a 
computational interpretation of such a semantics as the sought-after general 
notion of concurrent system. An initiality theorem and theorems proving 
the soundness and completeness of the logic with respect to this semantics 
are presented. A discussion of equationally definable subclasses of models 
is also given, yielding as special cases the logic of inequalities for preorder 
and poset models and the classical initial algebra semantics of equational 
logic. Section 4 discusses the Maude language, its syntax, its operational 
and denotational semantics, and its module structure. Section 5 contains a 
detailed discussion of how the concurrent rewriting model specializes to the 
various models already mentioned. Section 6 discusses related work by a 
variety of authors and presents some concluding remarks summarizing the 
main points of the paper. 
The exposition assumes familiarity with elementary concepts of cate- 
gory theory such as category, functor, natural transformation, horizontal 
and vertical composition of natural transformations, and adjoint functors. 
MacLane’s book [83] is an excellent source for all those notions. 
1.1. Rewriting logic as a logic of action 
The strong historical influence of mathematics on logic during the 19th 
and 20th centuries, while providing logic with high standards of rigor, 
has had the limiting effect of developing logic in a timeless, Platonic, 
direction that is not well suited for the dynamical nature of computation. 
For logic programming languages this is felt as an inadequacy to deal, within 
pure logic, with dynamic aspects of computation such as input-output, 
concurrency, or asserting new database facts. This applies to functional 
languages-based on a first order or higher order version of equational 
logic-and also to relational languages such as Prolog. This state of affairs 
poses an unhealthy dualistic dilemma, forcing one to choose between a clean, 
timeless, world of logic and the dirty material world of change and chaos. 
This work proposes conditional rewriting logic as a way out of this 
dilemma which seems ideally suited for computational applications. This 
requires a reinterpretation of rewriting beyond equational logic, which has 
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been up to now its almost exclusive locus of activity. Indeed, equational logic 
is entirely Platonic and-in spite of noble and tenacious attempts to deal 
with dynamic aspects of computation within it, for example in functional 
programming-will just not do the job. 
Although the rules of rewriting logic resemble those of equational logic, 
their meaning is very different; rewriting logic is a logic to reason about 
change in a concurrent system, not about equality. Each rewrite rule is a 
general pattern for a basic action that can occur concurrently with other 
actions in a concurrent system. Rewriting logic then allows us to reason 
about what other complex changes are possible in a system, given that 
changes corresponding to the basic actions axiomatized by the rules are 
possible. In this way, we can reason about concurrent programs in a logic 
intrinsic to their computations. 
The models of rewriting logic are precisely concurrent systems in the 
intuitive sense of the word, i.e., they are machine-like entities whose state 
is distributed and can change by actions taking place simultaneously. Such 
models are formalized as categories with algebraic structure and this yields 
a general triangular correspondence between logic, concurrency and category 
theory by which ideas and methods can be transferred between these fields. 
1.2. Rewriting is naturally concurrent 
The literature on rewrite systems has for the most part formalized rewrit- 
ing in terms of a sequential rewriting relation. However, the most natural 
understanding of rewriting is as an intrinsically concurrent activity. In fact, 
rewriting logic identifies concurrent rewriting with deduction. This section 
motivates the basic ideas with examples written in Maude [93,92], a lan- 
guage based on rewriting logic that contains OBJ [39,46] as its functional 
sublanguage. 
The idea of concurrent rewriting is very simple. It is the idea of equational 
simplification that we are all familiar with from our secondary school days, 
plus the obvious remark that we can do many of those simplifications 
independently, i.e., in parallel. Consider for example the functional modules 
in Maude, written with an OBJ3 like syntax, in Fig. 1. 
The first module defines the natural numbers in Peano notation, and 
the second defines a function to reverse a binary tree whose leaves are 
natural numbers. Each module begins with the keyword fmod followed by 
the module’s name, and ends with the keyword endfm. A module contains 
sort and subsort declarations introduced by the keywords sort and subsorts 
stating the different sorts of data manipulated by the module and how those 
sorts are related. As in OBJ3, Maude’s functional modules are based on 
a particularly flexible variant of equational logic, namely order-sorted logic 
[ 501, in which it is possible to declare one sort as a subsort of another; 
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fmod NAT is fmod REVERSE is 
sort Nat . protecting NAT . 
op 0 : -> Nat . subsorts Nat < Tree . 
op a_ : Nat -> Nat op _^_ : Tree Tree -> Tree . 
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [comm] op rev : Tree -> Tree 
vars N M : Nat . var N : Nat . 
eqN+O=N. vars T T’ : Tree 
eq (s N) + (s M) = s s (N + M) . eq rev(N) = N 
endfm eq rev(T ^ T’) = rev(T’) ^ rev(T) . 
endf m 
Fig. 1. 
for example, the declaration Nat < Tree states that every natural number 
is a tree consisting of a single node. Each of the functions provided by 
the module, as well as the sorts of their arguments and the sort of their 
result, is introduced using the keyword op. The syntax is user-definable, 
and permits specifying function symbols in “prefix”, (in the NAT example 
the function s_), “infix” (_+-) or any “mixlix” combination as well as 
standard parenthesized notation (rev). Variables to be used for defining 
equations are declared with their corresponding sorts, and then equations 
are given; such equations provide the actual “code” of the module. The 
statement protecting NAT imports the NAT module and asserts that the 
natural numbers are not modified in the sense that no new data of sort 
Nat is added and different numbers are not identified by the new equations 
declared in the module REVERSE. 
To compute with such modules, one performs equational simplification 
by using the equations from left to right until no more simplifications 
are possible. Note that this can be done concurrently, i.e., applying several 
equations at once, as in the example of Fig. 2, in which the places where 
the equations have been matched at each step are marked. Notice that 
the function symbol _+_ was declared to be commutative by the attribute’ 
Ccomml. This not only asserts that the equation 
N+M=M+N 
is satisfied in the intended semantics, but it also means that when doing 
simplification we are allowed to apply the rules for addition not just to 
terms-in a purely syntactic way-but to equivalence classes of terms module 
the commutativity equation. In the example of Fig. 2, the rule 
eqN+O=N. 
is applied (modulo commutativity) with 0 both on the right and on the left. 
‘In Maude as in OBJ it is possible to declare several attributes of this kind for an operator, 
including also associativity and identity. and then do rewriting modulo such properties. 
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Fig. 2. Concurrent rewriting of a tree of numbers. 
Two particularly appealing features of this style of concurrent program- 
ming are the implicit nature of the parallelism, which avoids having to 
program it explicitly, and the logical nature of the computation, which is 
just (directed) substitution of equals for equals. 
The equations in the two modules above are Church-Rosser and termi- 
nating (more about this in Section 2.3). This implies that the order in which 
the rules are applied does not affect at all the final result which is uniquely 
determined by the original term being submitted for rewriting. Therefore, 
such modules are functional (thus the keyword fmod) and for them we can 
view the process of rewriting a term until no more rewritings are possible 
as the process of evaluating a functional expression to its result. 
This functional interpretation of rewriting is of course intimately con- 
nected with equational logic. From the proof-theoretic point of view, we can 
view rewriting as a special efficient form of equational deduction which- 
when the rules are Church-Rosser and terminating-provides a decision 
procedure for equality. Model theoretically, to a given signature C of func- 
tion symbols and set of rewrite rules R (perhaps modulo some equations E, 
such a commutativity, associativity, etc.) we can associate the class of all 
C-algebras that satisfy the equations R (and also the equations E, if we are 
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rewriting modulo E ). 
The denotational semantics of a Maude functional module such as the two 
ones discussed above is-exactly as in OBJ-given by the initial algebra in 
the class of all algebras satisfying the given (possibly conditional) equations. 
A nice property of the initial algebra is that in it the model theoretic and 
proof theoretic points of view come into full agreement, in the precise sense 
that two ground terms are provably equal iff they denote identical elements 
in the initial algebra, and for Church-Rosser and terminating rules we can 
decide this equality efficiently by rewriting. All this goes back to the original 
ADJ proposal [52] and to Goguen’s work on the relationship between 
initial algebras and rewriting [44], and generalizes nicely to order-sorted 
equational logic, on which OBJ modules and Maude’s functional modules 
are based [ 50,45,74]. 
Indeed, both in the applications to automated deduction that have been 
a constant source of stimulus for term rewriting techniques as well as 
in functional programming applications, equational logic has so entirely 
dominated our thinking that the overwhelming tendency has been to regard 
term rewriting as a technique for equational deduction. 
A central aim of this paper is to suggest that, while the use of term rewriting 
within equational logic is all well and fine, many important applications- 
applications for which equational logic has no room at all-fit very well 
within a broader interpretation of rewriting as a logic in its own right. 
1.3. Beyond equational logic 
Consider for example the following Maude system module, which adds a 
nondeterministic choice operator to the natural numbers: 
mod NAT-CHOICE is 
extending NAT . 
op _?_ : Nat Nat -> Nat I 
vars N M : Nat . 
rl N ? M => N . 
rl N ? M => M .
endm 
The intuitive operational behavior of this module is quite clear. Natural 
number addition remains unchanged and is computed using the two rules 
in the NAT module. Notice that any occurrence of the choice operator in an 
expression can be eliminated by choosing either of the arguments. In the 
end, we can reduce any ground expression to a natural number in Peano 
notation. The mathematical semantics of the module is much less clear. If 
we adopt an initial algebra semantics, it follows by the rules of equational 
deduction with the above two equations that N = M, i.e., everything collapses 
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to one point and the module NAT is destroyed. To indicate that this is not 
the semantics intended, the keyword mod (instead of the previous fmod) 
has been used, indicating that the module is not functional. Similarly, the 
rewrite rules are introduced by a new keyword rl-instead of the usual eq- 
to suggest that they must be understood as “rules” and not as equations in 
the usual sense. Of course, at the operational level the equations introduced 
by the keyword eq in a functional module are also implemented as rewrite 
rules; the difference however lies in the mathematical semantics given to 
the module, which for modules like the one above should not be the initial 
algebra semantics. 
But how can we make precise the intended meaning? Whatever it is, if we 
want to assert that NAT is not destroyed, as the behavior of the module shows, 
it is clear that the module cannot be regarded as a theory in equational logic, 
and that the associated initial algebra does not at all provide an adequate 
semantics; therefore, both must be abandoned. The proposal put forward in 
this paper is to seek a logic and a model theory that are the perfect match 
for this problem. For this solution to be in harmony with the old one, the 
new logic and the new model theory should in some sense generalize the 
old ones. 
2. Rewriting logic 
This section defines the syntax and proof theory of rewriting logic, and 
defines concurrent rewriting as deduction in such a logic. We first briefly 
recall some basic universal algebra needed in the exposition. 
2.1. Basic universal algebra 
For the sake of making the exposition simpler, the unsorted case is treated; 
the many-sorted and order-sorted cases can be given a similar treatment. 
Therefore, a set C of function symbols is a ranked alphabet Z = {C, 1 n E 
N}. A C-algebra is then a set A together with an assignment of a function 
f~ : A” + A for each f E C,, with n E N. As usual (see, e.g., [95] ) T, 
denotes the C-algebra of ground C-terms, and TZ (X) the C-algebra of C- 
terms with variables in a set X. Similarly, given a set E of C-equations, TL,E 
denotes the C-algebra of equivalence classes of ground C-terms modulo the 
equations E (i.e., modulo provable equality using the equations E); in the 
same way, Tz,, (X) denotes the Z-algebra of equivalence classes of C-terms 
with variables in X modulo the equations E. We let t =E t’ denote the 
congruence modulo E of two terms t, t’, and [t ]E or just [t ] denote the 
E-equivalence class of t. 
Fort E T,_F({x~,. . . ,xn}), and ~1,. . . , u,,, a sequence of terms, we denote by 
t(ul/xl,..., u,, lx, ) the term obtained from t by simultaneously substituting 
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Ui fOrXi, i = I,..., ~1. To simplify notation, we will often denote a sequence 
of objects al,. . . , a, by Zi, or, if we want to emphasize the length of the 
sequence, by a”; also, in many contexts we will find it convenient to identify 
asequenceal,..., a, of length n and its associated n-tuple (ai, . . . , a, ). With 
this notation, t (u I /xl, . . . , u,/xH ) can be abbreviated to t (U/X). 
2.2. Deduction in rewrite theories 
The syntax of rewriting logic is given by signatures. A signature is a pair 
(C, E) with C a ranked alphabet of function symbols2 and E a set of 
C-equations. Rewriting will operate on equivalence classes of terms modulo 
a given set of equations E. In this way, we free rewriting from the syntactic 
constraints of a term representation and gain a much greater flexibility, 
thanks to the “structural axioms” E, in deciding what counts as a data struc- 
ture; for example, string rewriting is obtained by imposing an associativity 
axiom, and multiset rewriting by imposing associativity and commutativity. 
Of course, standard term rewriting is obtained as the particular case in 
which the set E of equations is empty. The idea of rewriting in equivalence 
classes is well known (see, e.g., [ 6 1,33 ] ). 
Given a signature (C, E), the sentences that we consider are sequents 
of the form [t]E -+ [ t’]E with t, t’ C-terms, where t and t’ may possibly 
involve some variables from the countably infinite set X = {x,, . . . , xn, . . .}. 
The notion of rewrite theory presented below is very general and expres- 
sive. In the first place, as already mentioned, it allows rewriting modulo 
“structural axioms” E, thus increasing the expressive power. In addition, it 
allows conditional rules of a very general form, where the conditions need 
not require equalities to hold but only the existence of rewritings among 
pairs of terms in the condition, which further increases the expressive power. 
Finally, it allows labelling of the rewrite rules; this is quite natural for many 
applications, and customary for automata-viewed as labelled transition 
systems-and for Petri nets, which are both particular instances of our def- 
inition (see Section 5). The categorical semantics of Section 3 will further 
clarify why this last extra generality is natural and desirable. 
Definition 2.1. A (labelled) rewrite theory3 R is a 4-tuple R = (2, E, L, R) 
where Z is a ranked alphabet of function symbols, E is a set of C-equations, 
‘As already mentioned, we could consider an order-sorted family C of function symbols; 
however, for the sake of a simpler exposition we treat the unsorted case. 
31 consciously depart from the standard terminology, that would call 72 a rewrite system. 
The reason for this departure is quite specific. I want to keep the term “rewrite system” for 
the models of such a theory, which will be defined in Section 3 and which really are systems 
with a dynamic behavior. Strictly speaking, R is not a system; it is only a static, linguistic, 
presentation of a class of systems-including the initial and free systems that most directly 
formalize our dynamic intuitions about rewriting. 
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L is a set called the set of labels, and R is a set of pairs R C L x 
( Tz,, (X)2 ) + whose first component is a label and whose second component 
is a nonempty sequence of pairs of E-equivalence classes of terms, with X = 
{Al,...,&,...) a countably infinite set of variables. Elements of R are called 
rewriterules4. For a rewrite rule (r,([t],[t’])([u1], [~~])...([uk],[vk])) 
we use the notation 
r: [t] + [t’] if [ul] --+ [VI] A...A [Q] + [?Jk]. 
We call the part [ui] --f [vi] A ... A [uk] + [uk ] the condition of the rule, 
and may abbreviate it with the letter C. To indicate that {xi,. . . , x,} is a set 
of variables occurring in either t, t’, or C, we write 5 r : [t (x1,. . . ,x,) ] + 
[t/(x,,... ,&)I tfC(x,,.. . , xn ), or in abbreviated notation r : [t (X” ) ] + 
[t’(P)] ifC(X”). 
Rules of the form (r, ( [t], [t’] ) ), i.e., with an empty condition, are called 
unconditional rewrite rules. and we use for them the notation 
r: [t] + [t’]. 
A rewrite theory where all the rules are unconditional is called an uncondi- 
tional rewrite theory. 
Example 2.2. The module NAT-CHOICE can be viewed as a rewrite theory 
with Z = {O,s_,_+_,_?_}, E = {N + M = M + N} and with rules: 
rl: N + 0 -> N 
r2: (sN) + (sM) ->ss (N+M) 
r3: N ? M -> N 
r4: N ? M -> M 
Alternatively, if we want to take Peano arithmetic as built in, we could 
add rl and r2 to the set E of equations, and keep only r3 and r4 in R. In a 
similar vein, we can view NAT and REVERSE as rewrite theories with E = {N 
+ M = M + N} and with rules their corresponding equations, oriented from 
left to right; note that REVERSE is an order-sorted rewrite theory. 
Given a rewrite theory 72, we say that R entails a sequent [t] -+ [t’] and 
write 
R k [t] + [t’] 
41.e., all rules are assumed conditional unless said otherwise. 
‘Note that, in general, the set {x,, ,x,} will depend on the representatives t, t’, u,, v, 
chosen; therefore, we allow any possible such qualification with explicit variables. 
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if and only if [t] -+ [t’ ] can be obtained by finite application of the following 
rules of deduction: 
( 1) Reflexivity. For each [t ] E TZ,E (X ), 
ItI + [tl’ 
(2 ) Congruence. For each f E C,, n E N, 
ItI1 + VJ ... [trill --+ [till 
[I-(t,,...,tn)l + w;,...,t:,H’ 
(3 ) Replacement. For each rewrite rule 
r: [t(F)] --f [t’(X)] if 
[ul(x)] + [v,(x)] A”‘A [uk(x)I * [uk(x)I 
in R. 
[WI1 * 1w;1 ... [WI1 --+ [WA1 
[Ul(W/X)] + [v*(W/X)] . . . [uk (w/x) 1 + [uk (w/x) 1 
[t (W/X) ] * [t’ (w’/X) ] 
That is, if for a substitution x, H w,, 1 d i < n, we can deduce sequents 
[Uj(W/X)] + [Vj(W/X)], 1 G j < k, 
then, if in addition we can deduce [w, ] + [wi], 1 d i d n, we are then - 
allowed to deduce [t(E/X)] + [t’(w’/X)]. 
(4) Transitivity. 
[t11 + [t21 [t21 --+ [l31 
IllI + rt31 
Note that for unconditional rules the rule of replacement specializes to 
the simpler: 
(5) Unconditional replacement. For each 
r: [ttxl,..., x,)1 + [t’(xl,...,xn)l 
in R, 
[WI1 + w;1 ... [WI1 + [%I 
- 
[t(W/X)] + [t’(w’/X)] . 
These rules are quite simple-yet fairly powerful. For example, they make 
unnecessary a general rule of substitution which can be proved to be a 
derived rule of (l)-(4) by a simple induction on the depth of derivations. 
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Proposition 2.3. Any sequent derivable by adding to (l)-(4) the additional 
rule 
(6) Substitution. 
can be derived using only the original rules ( l)-(4). 
Equational logic (modulo a set of axioms E) is obtained from rewriting 
logic by adding the following rule: 
(7 ) Symmetry. 
[t11 -+ it21 
[t21 + [t1 I. 
Because of this new rule, sequents derivable in equational logic are always 
bidirectional; therefore, in this case we can adopt the notation [t] tf [t’] 
throughout and call such bidirectional sequents equations. 
For the moment we have only considered the rules of deduction for 
rewriting logic. Therefore, this logic might at first sight seem somewhat 
of an empty formal game. Such an impression would be mistaken. The 
importance of this logic will become apparent when we study its semantics 
in Section 3. However, a few remarks are in order at present. First, note 
that a sequent [t ] + [t’ ] should not be read as “ [t ] equals [t’ I”, but as “ [t ] 
becomes [t’]“. Therefore, rewriting logic is a logic of becoming or change, 
not a logic of equality in a static Platonic sense. Adding the symmetry rule 
is a very strong restriction, namely assuming that all change is reversible, 
thus bringing us into a timeless Platonic realm in which “before” and 
“after” have been identified. A second related observation is that [t ] should 
not be understood as a term in the usual first-order logic sense, but as a 
proposition-built up using the logical connectives in C-that asserts being 
in a certain state having a certain structure. The rules of rewriting logic are 
therefore rules to reason about change in a concurrent system. They allow 
us to draw valid conclusions about the evolution of the system from certain 
basic types of change known to be possible thanks to the rules R. 
2.3. Concurrent rewriting 
We can now give a precise definition of concurrent rewriting. A nice conse- 
quence of having defined rewriting logic is that concurrent rewriting, rather 
than emerging as an operational notion, actually coincides with deduction 
in such a logic. 
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Fig. 3. The Church-Rosser property. 
Traditionally, rewriting is defined by repeating one-step sequential rewrites. 
This makes the notion of a sequence of rewrites-an “operational” and even 
“sequential” notion indeed-the basic notion. By contrast, the basic view 
of rewriting stressed in this paper is that of a logical deduction. If we had 
followed the more traditional and operational view, we would have defined 
concurrent rewriting as a sequence of one-step concurrent rewrites. Implicit 
in such a view is the idea of an observation of “snapshots”, but of course 
many different observations, all consistent with each other, may be possible. 
Section 3 will develop an algebraic theory of equivalence between such 
observations that can free us from an interleaving or snapshot view and 
bring us to the paradiso of “true concurrency”. For the moment we state the 
following lemma, whose proof is postponed until Section 3.1, where a more 
precise formulation will be given (Lemma 3.6). 
Lemma 2.6. For each concurrent R-rewrite [t] + [t’], either [t] = [t’] or 
there is an n E N and a chain of one-step (concurrent) rewrites 
[t] + [t,] + ... * [&I + [t’]. 
We call such a chain a step sequence for [t ] + [t’]. In addition, we can 
always choose all the steps to be sequential; we then call it an interleaving or 
firing sequence for [t ] + [t’ 1. 
We call a rewrite theory R terminating if there is no infinite chain of 
one-step rewrites (whether sequential or concurrent) 
[t] --+ [t,] + ..’ --$ [&I + ..‘. 
We say that [t’] is an R-normal form of [t] if [t] -+ [t’] is an R-rewrite 
and there does not exist any one-step R-rewrite of the form [t’] + [t”]. 
If each [t] has at least one normal form, we call the theory R weakly 
terminating. 
We say that a rewrite theory R is Church-Rosser or confluent if given 
any two concurrent rewrites [t] i [t’], [t] --f [t”], there is a [t”‘] and 
concurrent rewrites [t’] + [t”‘], [t”] ---f [t”‘]. Likewise, we call R ground 
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Church-Rosser when the property is only asserted for equivalence classes of 
ground terms. This situation is shown in Fig. 3. Note that, by Lemma 2.6, 
this notion coincides with the usual one defined in terms of sequential 
rewriting. As expected, we then have 
Theorem 2.7. Zf ‘R is Church-Rosser, then an equation [t] tf [t’] is provable 
from R by equational deduction, i.e., by using the rules ( 1 )- (4) and rule 
(7), iffthere is a [t”] and R-rewrites [t] + [t”], [t’] + [t”]. In addition, 
if R is terminating, any [t] has a unique normal form, called its canonical 
form and denoted canR [t ] ; under these conditions, an equation [t ] ++ [t’ ] is 
provable from R by equational deduction iff canR [t ] = can72 [t’ I. 
The case of Church-Rosser rewrite rules provides a straightforward spe- 
cialization of the notion of conditional rewrite rule that we have been 
considering to the more traditional notion in which the condition is a fi- 
nite conjunction of equalities. The specialization is as follows. Consider a 
Church-Rosser rewrite theory R such that all the rules are of the form 
r: [t(Y)] + [t’(X)] if 
[Ul(X)l + [Yll A [Vl(X)l + [Yll A”.A [Q(X)1 + [Y/r1 
A [Q(X)1 + [Ykl. (t) 
with the Yj and the Xi pairwise disjoint. Then, application of the replacement 
rule (3 ) is possible relative to instances 
[WI --) [wll ... [%I --+ Ml1 
of the variables xl,. . . , xn if and only if we can find terms pl, . . . , pk such 
that 
[Ul (W/X) 1 * [PI 1 A [VI W/X) 1 + [PI 1 
A . . . A [ uk (w/z) ] -+ [Pkl A [vk(~/~)l + [Pkl> 
and by Theorem 2.7 this holds iff 
72 k [UI (W/X)1 
-- 
* [Vl(w/x)] A...A [uk(w/x)] * [uk(W/X)]. 
Therefore, for a Church-Rosser rewrite theory R with rules of the form (t) 
above, we can express the rules with the alternative notation 
r: [t(X)] + [t’(X)] if 
[ul(x)] ++ [VI(X)] A...A [u/c(x)] t* [‘ukG(x)I, 
which is fully justified, since checking the condition is in this case equivalent 
to checking provable equality from R under the rules of equational logic. 
If, in addition, the theory R is terminating, we can implement application 
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of the replacement rule by reducing the two sides of each condition to 
canonical form, i.e., by checking the identities 
CUrlR [ u1 (W/X) ] = CmzR [q (W/X) ] 
A. . . A CUrzR [ Uk (W/X) ] = CU?zR [21k (W/X) ] 
which is of course the nicest possible situation from an implementation 
point of view. Careful examination of the above argument (and some of 
the reasoning that goes into the proof of Theorem 2.7) shows that all we 
have really used is something much weaker than requiring R to be Church- 
Rosser. All we need to require is that the Church-Rosser property holds 
for all terms p that can be proved equal by the rules of equational logic 
(using R) to a substitution instance of a term [ Uj (X) ] or a term [Vj (X) ] 
appearing in a condition of a rule (t ) in R. 
Before finishing this section, the following four topics related to concurrent 
rewriting should be mentioned briefly. 
Tree vs. graph 
Instead of rewriting terms, we can rewrite graphs which represent terms in 
a more economic way by allowing sharing. This is an active area of research 
and a quite practical matter. Besides implementation aspects, there are also 
interesting and subtle semantic issues. For example, the disjoint union of 
two terminating rewriting systems need not be terminating [ 1231, but it is 
terminating if the rules are implemented as graph rewriting rules with max- 
imal sharing in the righthand sides [ 1091. An issue worth remarking is that 
labelled graphs can be characterized as elements of an algebraic data type 
axiomatized by equations [ 141 in shuch a way that graph rewriting becomes 
rewriting modulo those equations; therefore, it appears that graph rewrit- 
ing can be reduced to a special case of term rewriting modulo equations. 
Another issue worth exploring is the relationship between the categorical se- 
mantics given in this paper and the various categorical approaches to graph 
rewriting [ 35,113,7 1,721. Finally, the recent approach to actors using graph 
grammars [64,37] should be compared with the logical theory of concurrent 
objects sketched in Section 5.3.4 and further developed in [92]. A detailed 
discussion of these and other issues concerning the relationship between tree 
and graph rewriting will have to wait for a future occasion. 
Effectiveness 
For rewriting to be a model of computation we cannot accept just any 
collection E of axioms. We must demand the existence of an algorithm that, 
given a Iinite rewrite theory R, will generate for us all possible one-step 
rewrites using R. This can take a variety of forms. A very good one is to 
assume a matching algorithm modulo the axioms, and to develop techniques 
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to study properties such as the Church-Rosser property in terms of it; see 
[ 681 for an elegant general theory of this kind. A subtle point is that in a 
matching algorithm the left-hand side is assumed to be at the top of the 
redex and this requires that some additional rules, called extensions, be 
added in order to actually get the effect of rewriting in equivalence classes. 
For axioms in which all equivalence classes are finite, another possibility 
is searching the equivalence class. It is also possible to have axioms that, 
viewed as rules, are Church-Rosser, and such that rewriting modulo them 
can be accomplished by reduction to normal form using the axioms; one 
instance of this case appears in Example 2.2 for the variant in which the 
rules for addition are adopted as axioms. 
Strategies and fairness 
The role of strategies is to cut down the number of rewrite sequences 
that must be considered. This is sometimes done for reasons of efficiency, 
because a given strategy is known to yield sequences that terminate faster, 
or to ensure that a normal form will be found if one exists, as in the 
A-calculus. Of course, if the rules are Church-Rosser and terminating only 
efficiency is affected and any fair strategy will do. There is a large literature 
treating sequential strategies (see, e.g., [ 104,121) and a lot of activity in 
the area of strictness analysis to allow compilers for functional programs 
to automatically detect good strategies. Parallel strategies have received 
less attention; they are important to improve the performance of parallel 
computations and permit achieving balanced tradeoffs between space and 
time for such computations. The paper [47] proposes a variety of parallel 
strategies that can be useful for machines implementing concurrent rewriting, 
like the rewrite rule machine (RRM ). The issue of fairness for term rewriting 
has already received attention by several authors, including Francez and 
Porat [ 1 lo] and Tison [ 1221; however, this is a rather new area where more 
theoretical developments are needed. Fairness issues will not be covered in 
this paper; they will be treated elsewhere. 
Parallel architecture 
One of the most valuable uses of an abstract model of computation is as a 
guide to its physical realization in a new architecture. In fact, the limitations 
of a number of current parallel machines derive in part from their being 
more or less subservient to the von Neumann model of computation. Basing 
an architectural design as directly as possible on a fully parallel model of 
computation may require a fair amount of architectural innovation, but 
may also yield solutions with better performance, more scalable and easier 
to program than those offered by more conservative approaches. Concurrent 
rewriting-in a variety of guises, and often called graph reduction in this 
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context-has been recognized as a promising model of this kind by a variety 
of researchers, specially in connection with the implementation of functional 
languages (see for example [ 691 for a collection of research articles). Some 
of the work, including the G-machine [66], the categorical abstract ma- 
chine [ 271, and the Standard ML compiler [ 81, has been concerned with 
sequential implementations of reduction, including hardware design [ 731, 
and this has led to a variety of efficient sequential implementations of func- 
tional languages. Other work has explored parallel implementations. Work 
within the dataflow tradition includes the Alice project [ 561 and its Flag- 
ship continuation [ 1241. Two difficulties associated with standard dataflow 
machines are the restriction of reduction to the leaves of the tree, and the 
latency problems in the traffic between processors and memory which makes 
them hard to scale up. The Grip machine [67] is a coarse grain parallel 
graph reduction machine. The rewrite rule machine [47,49,8 1,5,6,42] is a 
massively parallel architecture that exploits the parallelism of concurrent 
rewriting at all levels. Fine grain parallelism is exploited at the chip level 
operating in SIMD mode, and coarse grain parallelism is exploited at the 
network level where thousands of chips can cooperate in performing complex 
computations working in MIMD mode. 
3. Semantics 
As such, a rewrite theory R = (C, E, L, R) is a static description of what 
a system can do. The meaning of the theory should be given by a model of 
its actual behavior. Since our approach has emphasized that the concurrent 
computations are nothing other than deductions in rewriting logic, it is nat- 
ural, in the spirit of initial model semantics, to construct a model with a 
precise algebraic structure which is the most informative model possible in 
the sense that, in it, behavior exactly corresponds to deduction. The proce- 
dure for building such a model is straightforward. As in the Curry-Howard 
correspondence-generalized here to a correspondence between proofs and 
morphisms in a category-we can just read the rules (l)-(4) of rewriting 
logic as rules of generation. As already hinted at in Section 2.3, the ques- 
tion of when are two proofs (and therefore two computations) equal still 
remains. This is answered by postulating a set of equations that are natural 
and express intuitive identities between computations. What they allow us 
to get at, in a precise axiomatic way, is the intuitive notion of “true con- 
currency” by abstracting away from particular “snapshot” descriptions. The 
model obtained in this way is just the initial (or free when we allow vari- 
ables) model of a wide class of models containing the functional models of 
classical initial algebra semantics as a very particular case. We also explore 
this general class of models-and some of its important subclasses-and give 
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them a computational interpretation as concurrent systems of a very general 
nature. The relationships between rewriting logic and equational logic are 
also clarified and are formalized by means of a map of logics in the sense 
of [91]. 
3.1. The I+ (X) construction 
Given a rewrite theory R = (C, E, L, R), the model that we are seeking is 
a category 7~ (X) whose objects are the equivalence classes of terms [t] E 
T~,E (X) and whose morphisms are equivalence classes of terms representing 
proofs in rewriting deduction, i.e., concurrent R-rewrites. The rules for 
generating such proof terms, with the specification of their respective domain 
and codomain, are given below; they are obtained from the rules of deduction 
( l)-(4) by decorating the sequents appearing in each rule with appropriate 
proof terms. Note that in the rest of this paper we always use “diagrammatic” 
notation for morphism composition, i.e., N;P always means the composition 
of Q followed by j?. 
( 1) Identities. For each [t ] E TI,E (X ), 
ItI : ItI + itI * 
(2) 2-structure. For each f E C,, n E N, 
ct!l : [tl] + [t;] . . . a, : [tn] + [t:,] 
f(w,... ,%I): u-(tl,...,tn)l --) Lf(t’l,...,t~)l’ 
(3) Replacement. For each rewrite rule 
r: [t(Y)] + [t’(X)] if 
in R, 
a1 : [w,] + [w;] . . . Qn : [WI --f [&I 
PI: [Ul(W/X)] -+ [u*(W/X)] . . . Pk : [uk@/ml - [uk(~/ml 
r(cu”,pk) : [t(E/2i7)] + [t’(w’/x)] 
(4) Composition. 
Q: : ItI1 + it21 P : it21 4 [t31 
a;P: it11 + It31 
‘SaPoNI = ‘Q : .r = OQ : / lEq1 q3ns SMOAAV + SJPO,,, : / 
uoyxq e ql!M 1ay,a%o1 (SapoN + SMO.LIV : 'Q‘oe) = 3 qdel% I? S! ydvr8 2A!XJ@.l v6 
.I‘O=!‘8f'Q=;Q:~leql 
qXlS ,SJpON + SapO,$' : 2 ‘,SMO.l.iV + mto.uv : / suo!lxmJ JO qed e se paugap uayl s! ( ,SJPON 
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+ SMO.,lf,’ : ‘8 ‘O@) = 5 XUll3nJlS V “a’! ‘ydm% p~l3~l!p I? UWLU ShMlL’ [[FM 3M 9 ydvr8 e da8 
‘R1=/:,_Spue‘vl=,_J:S1l?yly~nsve8:,_S 
uIsg~ouI amm! ue sey 3 U! 8 + y : j rus!qdJour Km JJ! ,v,zodno.Q E pa[[es ST 3 K.~oila~e~ v, 
alzey aM ‘sp.10~ laylo u! kursryd_xouIotuoy-z ale I@ put! Oc, sdr?tu la%e) pun 
axnos ayl leq, y3ns aml3n_w elqa%le-z f! sey (x) xd las ayl ‘( 2) alnl Lq 
‘uog;rppt! UI ‘6 aayxaua” ydel8 aql sayeur l! ‘.a.! ‘[I] + [ 11 : [ 11 MOUB ue osle 
aq 01 [I] apou yXa sal!nbal ( 1) apw ‘.nzln~rued uy isalnl aql Kq payads se 
(xlg‘z~ + (_Uxd: Ie‘Oe 
sdew la%.II?l pue a31nos qlr~ ‘Sa1n.I aAoqE ayl icq palwauaS stulal 
3oold 11a 30 (x)xd las aql s~0_1_1tz 30 las qlr~ pua (x) ~‘ZJ sapou 30 las 
ql~~ 8 qdt?.GI t? s! a.wXws sgl ‘A11wyDads *ailoqe (p)-( 1) sapU uogE!laua% 
ayl Icq paugap (x) xd altwnlls yz1qa%le up wxo3 swal3oold ‘sp.10~ lay10 
UI weal joold %u!qnsaJ E %u!ulnlal put! sluauIn%.Ie se swal3ooJd uycpa:, 
%uyy~l uoywado luala33tp E saugap uogwaua% 30 salnl aAoqt! aql30 y~g 
‘uogtsodxa 
ayl asea 01 paldope sy (d 2)~ uoy?iou laIdturs aq1 ‘%uypuwJapun ~1~1 
ql~fj ‘(d ‘4)~ stulai 3oo~d aql u! .i IaqEl aql Buyt?n%!qrues~p icq panlosa~ 
uaaq anvj sura[qold dlyC!~qrur! q3ns leql amnsse sLe~p2 11’~ ah ‘Aldwauou 
so su10~xo 30 TJ las aql UayM uaddey uw y3ry~ ‘SapU lua.Ia33Ip 0~1 6q 
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a C-algebra structure on a graph instead than just on a set. Rule (4) defines 
an operation on composable lo pairs of arrows: 
_;_: Composable(PR(X)) ----f T+(X) 
with &(cx;B) = &~(a) and &(cY;/~) = 19,(p). Finally, rule (3) defines for 
each rewrite rule 
r: [t(Z)] -+ [t’(X)] if 
[ul (x) 1 + [vl (x) 1 A .’ ’ A [uk (x) 1 * [ok(z) 1 
in R, an operation ‘I 
r(_,_) : {(Z”,pk) E PR(X)“+~ 1 &f$) = [u(8(((w”)/X)]’ 
An;(p) = [v@~(Z”)/~)lk} --t P,(X) 
with source and target requirements as specified by rule (3). The structure 
of P, (X) just made explicit is an instance of the following general concept. 
Definition 3.1. Given a rewrite theory R = (C, E, L, R), an R-presystem is
a reflexive graph G = (I?,,& : Arrows -+ Nodes, j ) together with: 
(i) a C-algebra structure on G such that the C-algebra Nodes of nodes 
satisfies the equations E; 
(ii) an operation 
. * Composable(G) --f Arrows _)_. 
with &(a; b) = &(a) and & (a; b) = i),(b); 
(iii) for each rewrite rule 
r: [t(X)] + [t’(X)] if 
CUl (XI 1 --t [VI cf) 1 A ” A [Uk (3) I + [Vk (3 I 
in R, an operation 
r(_,_) : {(Zn,6k) EArrows “+/( 1 a,“(O”, = u~o&s(qya”))k 
Aa:(7;k) = v Nodps(3; (P))k} + Arrows 
loGiven a graph G = (&~,a, : Arrows ----t Nodes), the set of its composable pairs of arrows is 
the set Composab/e(G) = { (a,a’) E Arrows’ 1 i)l (a) = &(a’)}. 
“Recall again that we implicitly assume that the operator r(_, -) has been disambiguated if 
this is necessary in order to keep the proof terms unambiguous. 
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(where for t (x1, . . . , xn ) a Z-term, tNo&$ denotes the n-at-y derived operation 
on nodes associated to the term t) such that 
Given two R-presystems G and G’, an R-prehomomorphism is a graph 
homomorphism that preserves all the operations, i.e., the operations in 2, 
the operation -; _ and the operations Y (--) -) for r E R. This defines a category 
R-PreSys in the obvious way. 
The definition of R-presystem just given is “essentially algebraic”. The 
style of universal algebra involved is slightly more subtle than standard 
universal algebra (because operations such as _ ; _ or the operations r (--) -) 
for r E R are only defined in a subset of tuples of elements determined 
by some equations) but well known. It can be formalized by means of 
“essentially algebraic theories” [ 38,115 ] or “sketches” [ 13 1. 
Note that in the Pa(X) construction the set X of variables is actually 
a parameter, and we need not assume X to be fixed and countable. The 
following proposition can be proved easily by induction on the depth of 
proof terms. 
Proposition 3.2. For R a rewrite theory, given a set X and a function F : 
X -+ Nodes to the set Nodes of nodes of an R-presystem G, there exists 
a unique R-prehomomorphism Ffl : PR. (X) + G whose map of nodes, say 
FtL?9 extends F, i.e., FiOdes ([xl) = F(x)foreachxEX. 
In the language of adjoint functors [ 831, this proposition can be rephrased 
by saying that the forgetful functor 
Nodes : R-PreSys + &t 
sending each R-presystem to its set of nodes has a left adjoint. 
PR (X) provides an algebra of proofs for the rewriting logic deductions 
of a rewrite theory 72. However, Pn (X) is of course a completely syntactic 
structure, namely a term algebra. As a consequence, it makes too many 
distinctions. Such distinctions are forced upon us by syntax but are clearly 
irrelevant for a variety of purposes. From a proof-theoretic point of view 
we may want to characterize when two proofs are “essentially the same”, 
despite being represented by different proof terms due to the rigidity of 
syntax. However, since proofs in rewriting logic correspond to concurrent 
computations, a computational perspective affords a different reformulation 
of the same question, namely, when are two concurrent computations es- 
sentially the same? This question has been addressed by advocates of “true 
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concurrency” in a variety of contexts. Typically, some partial order repre- 
sentation of a computation is proposed as the way of abstracting a class of 
essentially equivalent descriptions. Our answer here is completely axiomatic; 
it generalizes the equational axiomatization of Petri net computations devel- 
oped in joint work with Pierpaolo Degano and Ugo Montanari i2 in [31,32] 
and is similar in style to the elegant treatment of true concurrency by equa- 
tions between proofs given by Boudol and Castellani [20]. The answer is 
provided by the system 7~ (X) which is defined as the quotient presystem 
of P, (X) modulo the following equations (in the expressions appearing in 
the equations, when compositions of morphisms are involved, we always 
implicitly assume that the corresponding domains and codomains match): 
( 1) Category. 
(a) Associativity. For all Q, p, y, 
(a;P);r = ff;(B;y). 
(b) Identities. For each Q : [t] --* [t’], 
a; [t’] = a, ItI ; cy = a. 
(2) Functoriality of the C-algebraic structure. For each f E C,, n E N, 
(a) Preservation of composition. For all aI,. . . , an, PI,. . . , Pn, 
f(Ql ;PI,...,~n ;Pn) = f(~,,...,Qn) ;f(PI,...,Pn). 
(b) Preservation of identities. 
f([tll,..., [&II) = u-(tl,...,tn)l. 
(3) Axioms in E. For t(x,,.. .,x,) = t’(x,,. . .,x,) an axiom in E, for all 
OI,...,Qn, 
t(CY,,..., a,) = t’(n I,..., a,). 
(4) Decomposition. For each rewrite rule 
r: [t(F)] + [t’(X)] if 
[Ul(X) 1 -+ [VI 0) 1 A . . . A [Uk 6) 1 + [.ux- 03 1 
in R, 
121ndeed, for Petri nets (see Section 5.3.1) this kind of axiomatic approach has been shown 
to yield the partial order approach as a particular case in [ 31,321. This provides additional 
evidence to support the claim that an axiomatic treatment of this kind is quite general and 
flexible. Indeed, not only can it be applied to a wide variety of models of concurrency (see 
Section 5) but it also makes very easy the exploration of different equivalences by adding or 
subtracting axioms, as done in [ 3 1,321 for Petri nets. Therefore, the equations below-although 
quite natural-should not be seen as the only possible equivalence that can be defined. 
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a1 : [WI] + [w;] . . . Q, : [w,] --+ [WL] 
p1: [Ul(G/T)] + [Wl(E/X)] . . . bk : [uk(m/y) 1 + [vk(m/F) 1 
r(a”,pk) =r([w]“,pk) ; t’(P) 
(5) Exchange. For each rewrite rule 
r: [t(Y)] -+ [t’(T)] if 
[u,(x)] + [VI(x)] A...A [uk(x)] + [Ilk(x)] 
in R, 
cl1 : [WI] + [w;] . . . an: [w,] -+ [WA] 
8,: [u,(Tr/X)] + [w,(G/X)] . . . Pk : [uk(E/x)] -+ [‘uk(=/,/,\-)] - - - - 
pi: [u,(w’/F)] + [Wl(W’/F)] . . . PI : [uk(w'/x)] + [vk(w’/x)] 
p,;ul(E) = u,(z);& . . . pk;‘uk(z) = uk($;pk 
r([wln,pk) ; t’(S) = t(Z) ; r( [w/]“,pk) 
Similarly, the groupoid ‘7; (X) is obtained by identifying the terms gen- 
erated by rules ( 1 )- (5 ) modulo the above equations plus the additional: 
(6) Inverse. For any a : [t] --f [t’] in ‘E,“(X), 
cr;a -’ = [t], a-’ ;a = [t’]. 
Note again that the set X of variables is actually a parameter of these 
constructions, and we need not assume X to be fixed and countable. In 
particular, for X = 0 we adopt the notations 7~ and I<, respectively. 
Some comments can help clarify the intended meaning behind the above 
equations. The equations in ( 1) make 7~ (X) into a category, the equations 
in (2) give it a C-algebra structure as a category, i.e., each f E C, determines 
a functor 
and the equations in (3) force such C-algebra structure to satisfy the equa- 
tions E. Note that it follows easily (by induction) from the functoriality of 
the basic operations and from the satisfaction of the equations E that each 
It(x1,. . . , xn ) ] defines a functor 
[t(x,,... ,&)I : 7R(XY --t In(X) 
in the obvious way; this is just what the algebraic notion of a derived 
operation means in this context. 
The decomposition law states that any rewriting of the form r(&p)- 
which represents the simultaneous rewriting of the term at the top using 
rule r (once proofs p for the conditions have been provided) and “below”, 
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i.e., in the subterms matched by the rule-is equivalent to the sequential -- 
composition Y ( [w ],p) ; t’ (i%) corresponding to first rewriting on top with r 
and then below on the matched subterms. 
The intuitive meaning of the exchange law is that-under certain con- 
ditions-rewriting at the top by means of a rule r and rewriting “below”, 
i.e., in the subterms matched by the rule, are independent processes and 
therefore can be done in any order. Since the exchange law is somewhat 
complicated by the conditions in the conditional rule, it is simpler to first 
make precise the meaning of this law for unconditional rules, for which it 
can be combined together with the decomposition law into the single law: 
(7) Unconditional exchange. For each 
r: [t(xl ,...,&)I -+ [t’(xl,...,xn)l 
in R, 
aI : [w,] -+ [w;] . . . an: [%I + [WA1 - . 
r(E) = r([zu]);t’(z) = t(zf);r([w’]) 
Therefore, in the unconditional case rewritings on top using r and rewritings 
“below” can always be exchanged. Since [t (x1, . . . , xn ) ] and [t’ (xl, . . . , xn ) ] 
can be regarded as functors 7~ (X)n -+ 7~ (X), the exchange law asserts 
that r is a natural transformation [83], i.e., we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3. For each r : [t (x1,. . . ,x,)1 --f [t’(xl,. . . ,x,)1 in R, the family 
of morphisms 
is a natural transformation 
r: [t(xl,... ,&)I * [t’(x,,...,xn)l 
between the functors 
[tcxl,... ,&)I, it’(x1, .“, x,)1 : In(X)” + G_(X). 
In the conditional case, the exchange law is subject to certain requirements. 
Such requirements essentially mean that the proofs of the conditions “before” 
and “after” rewriting below with the cy’s should be equivalent, i.e., that we 
have in essence provided the same proof for each of the conditions. This is 
important, because for a non-Church-Rosser rewrite theory it may even be 
impossible to prove the conditions after the term has been rewritten below 
by the a’s, and therefore exchanging rewritings on top and “below” would 
in this case be illegal and ill defined. 
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Now that the intuitive meaning of the exchange law has been explained, 
we can make precise its mathematical meaning. For this, we need the notion 
of a subequalizer [78]; this notion generalizes that of an equalizer of two 
functors, by requiring a natural transformation instead of just an identity of 
functors. 
Definition 3.4. Given functors F, G : A + t?, the subequalizer of F and G is 
a category Subeq(F, G) together with a functor 
J : Subeq(F, G) + A 
and a natural transformation l3 CL: : J * F + J * G satisfying the following 
universal property: Given a functor H : C + A and a natural transformation 
p : H * F + H * G, there exists a unique functor (H, /I ) : C + Subeq( F, G) 
such that 
(H,/?) * J = H and (H,P) *Q: = /3. 
Similarly, given a family of pairs of functors {F,, G, : A + L3i 1 i E Z}, the 
(simultaneous) subequalizer of this family is a category Subeq( (Fi, Gi )iEI) 
together with a functor 
J : Subeq( (Fi, Gi)icI) + A 
and a family of natural transformations { ai : J *F, + J * G, 1 i E Z} satisfying 
the following universal property: Given a functor H : C + A and a family of 
natural transformations {pi : H * Fi + H * Gi 1 i E I}, there exists a unique 
functor (H, {pl}iEl) : C + Subeq( (Fi, Gi)iE,) such that 
(H, {Pi}lEI) * J = H and (H, {pi}~~~) * ai = Pi (i E 1). 
The construction of Subeq( (Fi, Gi ) Q ) is quite simple. Its objects are pairs 
(A, {bi}icr) with A an object in A and bi : F,(A) + G,(A) a morphism in 
Bi. Morphisms 
are morphisms a : A + A’ in A such that for each i E I, bi;G, (a) = Fi(a);bj. 
The functor J is just projection into the first component. The natural 
transformation aj is defined by 
13Note that we use diagrammatic order for the composition J * F of two functors. More 
generally, we will also use diagrammatic order for the horizontal, a + p, and vertical, y ; 6, 
composition of natural transformations (see [ 831). 
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For our present purposes, the subequalizers of interest are of the form 
associated to rewrite rules I4 
r: [t(X)] --+ [t’(X)] if 
[Ul (XI 1 + [‘UI (X) 1 A . . . A [u/f 03 1 + [w (3 1 
in R. An object of such a subequalizer is a pair ( [w ] n, [Blk) with [w ] E 
T~,E (X)n and with 
[pi] : [ui(W/X)l + [v,(m/X)], 1 G i d k, 
equivalence classes of proof terms modulo the equations ( 1 )-( 5), i.e., 
morphisms of In(X). Therefore, the conditions 
p, ; 211 (cc_) = u1 (Fir) ; p;, . . . ) pk; zlk(Z) = Uk(Z) ; pi 
in the exchange law just state that 2 : 
-k 
([wln,IPlk) -+ (ET, W’l ) is a 
morphism in 
S~beq(([~j(31, [UJCf)l)lS,<k) 
and the equation in the conclusion just states that r is a natural transfor- 
mation. Hence, we have the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. For each rewrite rule 
r: [t(F)] --+ [t’(X)] if 
[ul(x)] - [?I,(x)] A”‘,, [uk(x)] ---f [vk(x)] 
in R, the family of morphisms 
{r([Wl”,pk) : [t(W/;U)] -+ [t’(E/X)] 1 
([wln,[Blk) E SUh(([u,(x)], [Vj(X)l)I<,<k)) 
is a natural transformation 
r: J* [t(x,,... ,x,)1 =s- J* [f’b,,...,~n)l 
where J : Subeq(([u,(Y)], [~,(X)l),~,~k) + In(X)n is the subequalizer 
functor. 
141f the condition of such a rule is abbreviated to C, then we will use the notation Subeq(C) 
for the corresponding subequalizer. 
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The 7~ construction just explained is very general and yields other well 
known constructions as particular cases. For example, for R a labelled transi- 
tion system (see Section 5.1.1) In is the well known path category associated 
to the transition system R. For the case of Petri nets (see Section 5.3.1) 
the 7~ construction specializes to the construction of the monoidal category 
7 [R] associated to a Petri net R in joint work with Ugo Montanari [ 96,971. 
What the decomposition and exchange equations provide in general is a 
way of abstracting a rewriting computation by considering immaterial the 
order in which rewrites are performed “above” and “below” in the term 
(provided that the appropriate requirements are met); further abstraction 
among proof representations is of course provided by the functoriality equa- 
tions and by the equations E. The equations ( 1 )-( 5) provide in a sense 
the most abstract view of the computations of the rewrite theory R that can 
reasonably be defined. In particular, we can prove that all proof terms are 
equivalent to step sequences and also to interleaving sequences. 
Lemma 3.6. For each [a] : [t] + [t’] in In(X), either [t] = [t’] and 
[cy] = [[t]], or there is an n E N and a chain of morphisms [(Y;], 0 G i G n 
whose terms a, describe one-step (concurrent) rewrites 
itI (1 I erg_ [tl] - . . *“1, [fn] n,i [t’] 
such that [cy] = [(Ye;...; a’n 1. In addition, we can always choose all the ai 
corresponding tosequential rewrites. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth of proof terms, with proof 
terms of the form [t] : [t ] + [t ] having depth 0, and any other proof term 
having depth 1 plus the maximum of the depths of its argument subterms. 
For proof terms of depth 0 the result is obvious. Let us assume the result for 
proof terms of depth less or equal than n, and show that it holds for proof 
terms of depth n + 1. Beforehand, we should make explicit what it means for 
a proof term (Y to be a one-step concurrent rewrite, or a one-step sequential 
rewrite. The proof term cr is a one-step concurrent rewrite if it contains at 
least one subterm of the form r (P, a” ) and all occurrences of the operator 
_ ; _ in a are within the ak part of such subterms (i.e., transitivity is only 
used to establish conditions); if, in addition, there is exactly one subterm 
of the form r (2, pk) in cy, then a is called a one-step sequential rewrite. To 
prove the induction step we reason by cases. 
Case a = f(cu,,.. . , an ). If all the CQ are equivalent to identities, say 
[ ai] = [ [ 1, ] 1, then, by the functoriality axiom (2-b) of preservation of 
identities we have [CX] = [[f(t,,... , tn ) ] ] and we are done. Otherwise, at 
least one of the Qi is not equivalent to an identity. Using the induction 
hypothesis and adding identities when needed by means of the identities 
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axiom (l-b), we,can decompose each cy,, 1 d i d ~1, as [ai] = [a,‘;. . .;cyy], 
where all the c~i are either one-step concurrent rewrites or identities, and 
where for at least one (pi none of the IA{ are identities. The result then follows 
by repeated application of the functoriality axiom (2-a) of preservation of 
composition by first decomposing Q as 
[al = [f(c& ..,a;, ;. . . ;f(cq,.. .,a;,] 
and then (using again axiom (2-b) together with the identities axiom (l-b)) 
decomposing each f (ai, . . . , ai) into a composition of one-step rewrites by 
“firing a nonidentity CX~ at a time and leaving the rest fixed.” Since by the 
induction hypothesis we may in addition assume that the nonidentity c~{ are 
one-step sequential rewrites, the one-step rewrites just described can always 
be made sequential. 
Case cr = r(z”,pk). By the decomposition axiom (4) we have the equality 
r(rp,Pk) = r( [wln,pk) ; t’(2) 
where r( [w ] n, a”) is by construction a one-step sequential rewrite. The 
result now follows using the functoriality of t’ and the induction hypothesis 
and reasoning exactly as in the case (u = f (a ,, .. . , all )to decompose t’ (5” ) 
into either an identity or a sequence of one-step rewrites; again, all such 
steps can be made sequential. 
Case cy = al ; 3. Trivial. 0 
If one desires to make finer distinctions among the computations of 
a system, a different set of equations, perhaps weaker, perhaps incorpo- 
rating also “symmetries’‘-which relax for morphisms the strictness with 
which the equations E are imposed-can be given. For the special case 
of Petri nets, Pierpaolo Degano, Ugo Montanari and I have studied such 
possibilities-giving an axiomatic account of familiar distinctions among 
Petri net computations-in [ 3 1,321. The general technical concept rele- 
vant for studying relaxations of this kind is that of coherence for a certain 
structure on a category [ 831. 
3.2. R-systems 
The system In(X) is just one among many models that can be assigned 
to the rewrite theory R. The general notion of model, of which we shall later 
on discuss many examples, is called an R-system and is defined as follows. 
Definition 3.7. Given a rewrite theory R = (C, E, L, R), an R-system S is 
a category S together with: 
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(i) a (C,E)-algebra structure, i.e., for each f E C,, II E N, a functor 
_& : S” -+ S, in such a way that the equations E are satisfied, i.e., for any 
ttx1,.. .,x,) = t/(x1,... , xn ) in E we have an identity of functors ts = tk, 
where the functor ts is defined inductively from the functors fs in the 
obvious way; 
(ii) for each rewrite rule 
y: [t(X)] + [t’(F)] if 
[ul(ml --+ [w(X)1 A...A [Ukcal + [‘u/c(X)1 
in R, a natural transformation 
r: Js*ts+ Js*tk, 
where Js : Subeq((ujs,vjs)l~,~k) -+ S” is the subequalizer functor. 
An R-homomorphism F : S + S’ between two R-systems is then a functor 
F : S + S’ such that it is a C-algebra homomorphism-i.e., fs*F = F” * fs, 
for each f in C,,, n E Wand such that “F preserves R”, i.e., for each rewrite 
rule 
r: [t(X)] ---f [t’(X)] if C 
in R we have the identity of natural transformations: 
rs*F = F’*rsl 
where F’ : Subeq(Cs) + Subeq(Csl) is the unique functor induced by the 
universal property of Subeq( CS~ ) by the composition functor 
Subeq( Cs ) -% S” 41, Sn 
and the natural transformations 
aj * F, l<j<k, 
where if C has k conditions [ Uj] -+ [vi], 1 < j < k, aj is the jth natural 
transformation 
aj 1 JS * Ujs + JS * vjs 
associated to the subequalizer Subeq( C’S). Note that for this to make sense 
we have used the identities 
ujs*F = F”*u~s,, Vjs*F = F”*Ujs,, 
which hold for derived operations because F is a C-homomorphism and 
that allow us to express aj * F as a natural transformation 
aj*F: Js*F”*Ujs~ + Js*F”*~ls~. 
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Despite the somewhat complicated definition of F’, its behavior on objects 
is quite simple; it is given by the equation 
F’(?‘,Ck) = (Fn(Cn),Fk(Ck)). 
This defines a category R-Sys in the obvious way. 
This category has the additional property that the homsets R-Sy.s(S, S’) are 
themselves categories with morphisms, called modifications, given by natural 
transformations 6 : F + G between R-homomorphisms F, G : S + S’ 
satisfying the identities 
for each f E C,,, n E N. This category structure actually makes R8y.s into a 
2-category [ 83,701. 
An R-groupoid is an R-system S whose category structure is actually a 
groupoid. This defines a full subcategory R-Grpd C R-Sys. 
3.3. Computational interpretation of R-systems 
What the definition of R-system captures formally is the idea that the 
models of a rewrite theory are systems. By a “system” I of course mean a 
machine-like entity that can be in a variety of states, and that can change 
its state by performing certain transitions. Such transitions are of course 
transitive, and it is natural and convenient to view states as “idle” transitions 
that do not change the state. In other words, a system can be naturally 
regarded as a category, whose objects are the states of the system and whose 
morphisms are the system’s transitions. 
For sequential systems, this is in a sense the end of the story (see Sec- 
tion 5.1.1). As the examples discussed in Section 5 will make clear, what 
makes a system concurrent is precisely the existence of an additional alge- 
braic structure. Ugo Montanari and the author first observed this fact for 
the particular case of Petri nets for which the algebraic structure is precisely 
that of a commutative monoid [96,97]. However, this observation holds 
in full generality for any algebraic structure whatsoever. What the algebraic 
structure captures is twofold. Firstly, the states themselves are distributed ac- 
cording to such a structure; for Petri nets (see Section 5.3.1) the distribution 
takes the form of a multiset that we can visualize with tokens and places; 
for a functional program involving just syntactic rewriting, the distribution 
takes the form of a labelled tree structure which can be spatially distributed 
in such a way that many transitions (i.e., rewrites) can happen concurrently 
in a way analogous to the concurrent firing of transitions in a Petri net. 
Secondly, concurrent transitions are themselves distributed according to the 
same algebraic structure; this is what the notion of R-system captures, and 
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System - Category 
State - Object 
Transition - Morphism 
Procedure - Natural Transformation 
Distributed Structure - Algebraic Structure 
Fig. 4. The mathematical structure of concurrent systems. 
is for example manifested in the concurrent firing of Petri nets and, more 
generally, in any type of concurrent rewriting. 
The expressive power of rewrite theories to specify concurrent transition 
systems is greatly increased by the possibility of having not only transitions, 
but also parameterized transitions, i.e., procedures. This is what rewrite 
rules-with variables-provide. The family of states to which the procedure 
applies is given by those states where a component of the (distributed) state 
is a substitution instance of the lefthand side of the rule in question and-in 
addition-a proof of the corresponding substitution instance of the rule’s 
condition can be obtained. The rewrite rule is then a procedure I5 which 
transforms the state locally, by replacing such a substitution instance by 
the corresponding substitution instance of the righthand side. The fact that 
this can take place concurrently with other transitions “below” is precisely 
what the concept of a natural transformation formalizes. The tabie of Fig. 4 
summarizes our present discussion; the most crucial correspondence listed 
in that figure is the identification of a system’s distributed structure with its 
algebraic structure. The best way to exhibit that identification is by example; 
in Section 5 we first put this in evidence by discussing labelled transition 
systems, where both concurrency and algebraic structure clearly shine by 
their absence; later in that section we discuss truly concurrent systems such 
as parallel functional programs, Petri nets and concurrent object-oriented 
systems as well as a variety of other models that can be obtained by 
specialization from concurrent rewriting and show that concurrent rewriting 
is indeed a very general and flexible model of concurrent computation. 
3.4. Initial and free R-systems 
As a further confirmation that the definitions of R-system and R-homo- 
morphism are very natural we leave checking the following lemma to the 
reader. 
Lemma 3.8. The full subcategory ofR-PreSys determined by those presystems 
that satisfy the equations I6 ( 1 )- (5) is isomorphic to the category R-Sys. 
ISIts actual parameters are precisely given by a substitution. 
16More precisely, the slightly generalized equations obtained from (1 j-(5) by replacing 
nodes [t] E TZ,E (X) by nodes C in the set of nodes of an R-presystem. 
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Therefore, the notion of R-system is also “essentially algebraic” and can be 
specified by adding equations of the type ( 1 )- (5 ) to the essentially algebraic 
theory defining R-presystems. As usual in universal algebra, whenever we 
have a full subcategory defined by a collection of equations, that subcategory 
is reflective inside the bigger one, i.e., its inclusion has a left adjoint called 
a reflection (see, e.g., [ 1151 or [ 13, Theorem 4.4.11 for an even more 
general result implying this property). In our case, this means that the full 
subcategory inclusion 
R-Sys -i R-PreSys 
has a left adjoint. In fact, for presystems of the form PR (X) it is quite 
easy to see that the quotient R-prehomomorphism Q,,Y : PR (X) -+ I&_(X) 
associated to the congruence defining 7~ (X) is in fact the reflection map 
or “unit” of such an adjunction. Indeed, given an R-system S and an 
R-prehomomorphism F : PR, (X ) + S, since S, being an R-system, satis- 
lies equations just like those used in the definition of ‘7~ (X), there is a 
containment of the congruences associated to Q,,Y and F as follows: 
Ker(Qx) C_ Ker(F); 
this defines a unique R-prehomomorphism (therefore an R-homomorphism) 
Ft : In(X) + S such that F = Qx * Ft. The following important result 
becomes now a trivial consequence of this discussion. 
Theorem 3.9 (Initiality ). The R-system In is an initial object in the category 
R-Sys, and the R-groupoid IRH is an initial object in the category R-Grpd. 
More generally, the system 7~ (X) has the following universal property: 
Given an R-system S, each function F : X + Obj.(S) extends uniquely to 
an R-homomorphism Fb : 7~ (X) + S. The groupoid In” (X ) has the same 
universal property with respect to R-groupoids. 
Proof. All the theorem says is that the composition functor 
R-Sys - R-PreSys - Nodes &t 
has a left adjoint sending each X to In (X ). We have just discussed the 
left adjoint for the full inclusion R-Sys of R-PreSys and shown that it 
maps P&X) to In(X). Proposition 3.2 showed that the left adjoint for 
the functor Nodes : R-PreSys + &t maps X to PR (X). The theorem then 
follows from the well known fact that the composition of two left adjoints 
is a left adjoint [ 831. The groupoid case is entirely analogous. 0 
This theorem suggests a generalized initial model semantics for rewrite 
theories that associates to a rewrite theory R the initial R-system 7~. 
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Traditionally, the model associated to a rewrite theory 72 is the initial 
algebra T, determined by the equations in R (i.e., by both the axioms E 
and the rules R in 72). While this is perfectly adequate for rewrite theories 
that are Church-Rosser and terminating, we have already seen in Section 1.3 
that the traditional initial algebra semantics is entirely inadequate for many 
other rewrite theories. The system 7~ provides the analogue of TR, for the 
general case. In addition, we shall see in Section 3.6 that the old and the 
new semantics are nicely related by means of an adjoint functor-actually 
a reflection-yielding a surjective counit map 7~ --f T, from which the old 
semantics can be recovered as a quotient of the new. 
3.5. Satisfaction, soundness and completeness 
Since rewriting logic has a notion of sentence, namely a sequent [t ] + [ t' 1, 
we should consider what it means for an R-system S to satisfy such a 
sequent. Intuitively, the sequent indicates the existence of an arrow in 
the category. However, since the terms t and t’ may have variables, it is 
not a fixed arrow, but a “variable” one. Of course, the obvious candidate 
for the intuitive notion of a “variable arrow” is the concept of natural 
transformation. Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 suggest that such an interpretation is 
indeed the right one. 
Definition 3.10. A sequent [t (xl,. . . ,x,)1 t [t/(x,, . . . ,x,)1 is satisfied by 
an R-system S if there exists a natural transformation 
between the functors ts, tl, : S” 3 S. We use the notation 
s I= [t(xl,...,&)l --+ [t’(x1,...,&2)1 
to denote the satisfaction relation. Similarly, for 0 c R-Sys a class of 
R-systems, 
states that the sequent is satisfied by all R-systems in 0. Finally, 
states that the sequent is satisfied by all R-systems. 
Theorem 3.11 (Soundness). For R a rewrite theory, 
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implies 
72 + ]~(xl,...,x,)l + [t’(x I,..., &)I. 
Proof. For S an arbitrary R-system we have to exhibit for each proof term 
Y: ]t(x1,...,&l)l + ]t’(X,,...,Xn)l 
a natural transformation 
We define ys by induction on the depth of proof terms; as before, proof 
terms of the form [t ] : [t] + [t ] have depth 0, and any other proof term 
has depth 1 plus the maximum of the depths of its argument subterms. 
ForyaprooftermofdepthO,say,y = [t(xl,...,xn)]: [t(xl,...,x,)] -+ 
[t(x1,..., xn ) 1, we define ys as the identity natural transformation 
For y = f(5) : [f(t)] -+ [f (t’) ] we have by induction hypothesis 
natural transformations 
Ck!iS 1 tis * t:S Z S" --+ S, l<ibn, 
and therefore-by the universal property of a product of categories-a nat- 
ural transformation 
~:I&tl,:Sm’S”, 
which, composed horizontally with the functor fs : S” --f S, yields a natural 
transformation 
which is our desired ys. 
For y = r(iP,pk) : [t(W/X)] 
- 
-+ [ t’(w’/X)] we have by induction hy- 
pothesis natural transformations 
OTiS Z WiS * W:S 1 Sm + S, l<i<n, 
which yield a single natural transformation 
ZQ:TQ~GQSm+S? 
Also by the induction hypothesis we have natural transformations 
BjS :u~(WfX)~~vj(W/X)~:S”--tS, 1 d j < k, 
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which by the universal property of Subeq( (Ujs, tJjs ) 1 <jgk ) yield a unique 
functor 
such that 
-k 
(?Q,Bs I* Js = G”. 
The desired natural transformation ys is given by the pasting diagram 
which uses the fact that S is an R-system, so that the natural transformation 
rs exists by hypothesis. 
Finally, for y = a ; 8, we define ys = as ; j3s. q 
Fact 3.12. Although the definition of ys has been given in terms of proof 
terms, it is easy to check that all representatives /I in an equivalence class of 
proof terms 
[Yl : [t(Xl,...,&)l -+ [t’(X1,...,&)1 
in IR (X) are assigned the same natural transformation ys. In particular, 
for S = In(X) the instantiation of the natural transformation yI,cx, to a 
sequence of objects [w ] is denoted ye, (x)( [w ] ) = y ( [w l/X), and called 
the substitution of [w ] in y. 
Theorem 3.13 (Completeness). For R a rewrite theory, 
77, + [t(Xl,...,&)l + [t/(x ,,..., x,)1 
implies 
72 I- [t(XI,...,-Gl)l + [t’(XI ,.-., &)I. 
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Proof. Since R + [t(xl,...,xn)] --) [t’(xl,...,xn)], we have in particular 
that 
In({Xl,..., x,}) k [t(xl,...,&)l -+ ]t’(x,,...,xn)l 
and therefore a natural transformation 
a: [t(x,,..., &)I =+ [t’(X,,...>&)l: 
~({X1,...,Xn})n~?;Z({XI,...,Xn}), 
which, when instantiated for the objects [x1 1, . . . , [ xn 1, yields an equivalence 
class of proof terms 
a([xll,...l ]&II): [t(xl,...,Xn)l + ]t’(Xi,...,Xn)l. 
Therefore, the sequent [t(xi, . . . ,x,)1 + [t/(x1,. . . ,x,)1 is provable from 
‘72, as desired. 0 
As a direct consequence of the proof of the Completeness Theorem, 
together with soundness, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.14. For R a rewrite theory, 
R k [t(x I,..., -%)I -+ [t’(xl,...,&)l 
iff 
R k [tbl,..., &)I + [t’(XI ,... ,%)I 
iff there is a morphism 
[t(x1,..., x,)1 * [t’(xl,...,&)l 
in I~({x~,...,x,l). 
3.6. Equationally defined classes of models 
Since R-systems are an “essentially algebraic” concept, we can consider 
classes 0 of R-systems defined by the satisfaction of additional equations. 
Such classes give rise to full subcategory inclusions 
and by general universal algebra results about essentially algebraic theories 
(see, e.g., [ 115,131) such inclusions are reflective. More generally, we wish 
also to consider subcategories 0 which are reflective, i.e., their inclusion 
functor has a left adjoint, but are neither definable by additional equations, 
nor full, i.e., their morphisms are more restrictive; continuous poset models 
furnish an example of this latter kind of subcategory. In general, 8 L, 
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R-Sys reflective means that for each R-system S there is an R-system 
Re (S) E 0 and an R-homomorphism pe (S) : S -+ R@(S) such that for 
any R-homomorphism F : S + V with ‘D E 8 there is a unique morphism 
Fo : R*(S) -+ V in 0 such that F = p@(S) ; F*. 
The full subcategory R-Grpd C R-Sys also has a reflection functor, but it _- 
is not equationally definable. This situation generalizes that of the inclusion 
of the category of groups into the category of monoids. What we have in 
this case is an inclusion that is a forgetful functor from a category of algebras 
with additional operations (in this case the inversion operation). However, 
for any equationally definable (full) subcategory 0 C R-Sys, defined by a 
collection of equations H, the intersection 8 n R-Grpd has a very simple 
description, since it is just the full subcategory of R-Grpd definable by the 
equations H. 
Therefore, we can consider subcategories of R-Sys or R-Grpd that are 
defined by certain equations and be guaranteed that they have initial and 
free objects, that they are closed by subobjects and products, etc. More 
generally, we can consider reflective subcategories; they also have intial 
objects because reflections preserve them. In this way, we can conceive of 
not one, but several initial model semantics for a rewrite theory R, depending 
on how restrictive we want (or can afford) our semantics to be, just by 
restricting all the models to be in the subcategory of our choice. We show 
below that many important classes of models can be obtained in this way, 
including classes of preordered or ordered algebras defined by inequalities 
(which are for example used extensively in the domain theory of denotational 
semantics, and-when the order is a subset ordering-in algebraic approaches 
to nondeterminism) as well as R-groupoids, R-equivalence relations, and 
finally R-algebras, which are the traditional models when the rules in R are 
interpreted as equations. 
Consider for example the following conditional equations: 
vf,gEArrows, f =g ifdo =&(g)r\i3,(f) 
Vf, g E Arrows, f =g if 80(f) =&k)A4(f) 
= 81 (g), 
= do(g). 
The first equation forces a category to be a preorder, and the addition of 
the second requires this preorder to be a poset. By imposing the first one, 
or by imposing both, we get full subcategories 
R-Pos C R-Preord C R-Sys. 
Recall that, as pointed out in Section 2.2, rewriting logic should be thought 
of as a very general form of propositional logic, in which the choice of 
propositional connectives is specified by the signature ,Z’. Therefore, from a 
logical point of view preorder and poset models are very natural models to 
consider; they are the analogue of Boolean or Heyting algebras for classical 
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or intuitionistic propositional logic. However, these models have also a 
computational interpretation as discussed below. 
A routine inspection of R-Preord for R = (C, E, L, R) reveals that its 
objects are preordered C-algebras (A, < ) (i.e., preordered sets with a C- 
algebra structure such that all the operations in C are monotonic) that 
satisfy the equations E and such that for each rewrite rule 
r: [t(T)] + [t’(X)] if 
[UI 63 1 + ['ul 6) 1 A . . . A [Uk (m 1 ---$ 1% (a 1 
in R and for each ?i E An such that uJA (2%) < VJA (a) for 1 d j d k, we 
have 
tA(iT) d t;(a). 
The poset case is entirely analogous, except that the relation d is a partial 
order instead of being a preorder. In this context, sequents are interpreted 
as inequalities and it is more suggestive to express the above rewrite rule r 
in the form 
r: [t(X)] d [t’(X)] if 
[Ul 03 I d [u, (Xl I A ‘. A (24 (3 1 < [ilk (32 1. 
It is also easy to see that our general notion of satisfaction of a sequent 
[to31 --) [t'(ml 
by an R-system specializes in the preorder case to satisfaction of the corre- 
sponding inequality 
The reflection functor associated to the inclusion R-Preord C R-Sys, being 
a left adjoint, preserves colimits. Therefore, it sends the initial R-system 7~ 
to the initial R-preorder, denoted -+ R. This preorder is the familiar rewriting 
relation on ground E-equivalence classes associated to R, except that now 
that its algebraic structure has been made apparent it is not viewed just as 
a relation. Similarly, for X a set of variables, 7~ (X) is mapped to the R- 
rewriting relation +R(X) on E-equivalence classes of terms with variables in 
X. In general, the reflection functor associated to the inclusion R-Preord 2 
R-Sys maps each ‘R-system to the system’s reachability relation which is 
conceived not just as a relation but as an algebraic structure reflecting the 
distributed structure of the system. Therefore, from the computational point 
of view we can think of preorder models as more abstract models in which 
only reachability information has been preserved about computations, but 
where the structure of states has been preserved intact. 
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Since the rewriting relation holds between [t] and [t’] iff there exists a 
morphism (Y : [t ] + [t’ ] in In (X), Corollary 3.14 immediately gives us the 
following soundness and completeness result. 
Corollary 3.15 (Completeness relative to preorders). For R a rewrite theory, 
R-Preordk [t(x, ,..., x,)] + [t/(x, ,..., x,)] 
iff 
RF [t(x1,...,x,)l -+ [t’(xl,...,&)l 
iff 
[t(x1,... ,&)I +7?,(X)[t’(Xl,...,Xn)l 
for-X = {xl,...,xn}. 
Similarly, the reflection associated to the inclusion R-Po.s C R-Sys maps 
In(X) to the partial order dncxj obtained from the preorder + R(X) by 
identifying any two [t], [t’] such that [t] +R(X)[t’] and [t’] --+R(X)[t]. 
From the computational point of view the reflection into posets is a coarser 
construction than the reflection into preorders because-in addition to 
throwing away all the details of a system’s computation-it collapses all 
loops to identities thus giving an acyclic picture of a system’s transitions. 
However, such models are still quite useful and have been used extensively 
in the context of denotational semantics where, following Scott’s interpreta- 
tion, the partial order d is understood as an approximation relation so that 
each step in a system’s computation brings us closer to the final solution. 
In fact, the model <R(X) is nothing but the free ordered algebra on X 
associated to the set of inequalities defined by the rules in R which (in the 
unconditional case) has been studied-in connection with its extension by 
limits-in the denotational semantics literature (see, e.g., [ 17,54,87,88] ). 
Actually, we can obtain the traditional continues models of denotational 
semantics by considering the (nonfull) reflective subcategory inclusion 
R-Pos (co) - R-Pos -2 
where R-Po.s(w) is the subcategory obtained by requiring that posets are w- 
complete, i.e., countable ascending chains have limits, and that all operations 
in C and all homomorphisms are w-continuous, i.e., preserve limits of count- 
able chains. That this inclusion is reflective is well known [ 17,90,87,26,54], 
although the constructions in these references only treat the unconditional 
case. The reflection sends dn(x) to GE,,,, the free o-continuous algebra 
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on X associated to the set of inequalities defined by the rules in R. Using 
Corollary 3.16 below and the fact that the adjunction map 
da(x) -+ g,,,) 
can be described as a completion by limits that leaves intact the order in 
da(x), it is easy to show that rewriting logic-reinterpreted in this context 
as a logic of inequalities-remains complete when the models are restricted 
to the class R-Pas(w). Note that, by composition of adjoints [83], the 
inclusion R-Pos( 0) L-, R-Sys is also reflective. 
Poset models of this kind are particularly appealing for the study of R- 
systems performing functional computations in which R is Church-Rosser 
and acyclic; this case has been studied quite extensively, specially in con- 
nection with recursive function definitions (see for example [ 103,25,114] 
and references there). However, poset models-with or without a continu- 
ity assumption-can also be used in connection with non Church-Rosser 
and therefore nondeterministic systems; in particular, a variety of algebraic 
approaches to nondeterminism-many based on poset algebras whose ele- 
ments are subsets of a given set-can be viewed as models of this kind. The 
Plotkin, Hoare and Smith powerdomains models belong in this category. In 
more direct connection with term rewriting and abstract data types, there 
is work by a number of authors including Boudol [ 181, Hesselink [ 571, 
Hussmann [ 631, Jayaraman and Plaisted [ 651, O’Donnell [ 1061 and oth- 
ers. The elegant theory of uni’ed algebras developed by Peter Mosses [ 1021 
also deals with nondeterminism by means of subsets. In fact, it seems that 
all these approaches can be mutually related by studying them within the 
equationally defined subclass of ordered models for an R-system. For an 
example, consider the following quite interesting “powerset” R-poset which 
seems to be related to ideas sketched by Michael O’Donnell in [ 1061. Let 
R = (Z, E, L, R) be a rewrite theory. The powerset 
has a natural Z-algebra structure by pointwise extension of the operations, 
i.e., by delming 
~P(T=,~(x))(~I,...,~~) = {Lf(t~,...,L)l I [til ES,1 G i G n>. 
We call a subset S C P (Tz,E (X) ) an R-ideal if whenever [t] E S and 
[t] + R(X) [t’], then [t’] E S. We denote by IdlR (X) the set of all R-ideals 
S C P ( T~,E (X) ). By assigning to each set S the smallest ideal S containing 
it, we define a monotonic “closure map” 
P(TL,E(X)) --t Z&(X). 
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This map is actually a C-homomorphism when we give to I&_ (X) a ,?Y- 
algebra structure defined by 
fidra(X) (SI>. *. > &I) = fP(T=,E(X))(S1’...‘Sn). 
But in fact, Id& (X) is not only a C-algebra; it has a natural R-poset 
structure with ordering given by S 6 S’ iff S 2 S’. This is so because the 
operations of Id& (X) are monotonic (thus functorial) and for any sequent 
r: [t(xl,...,xn)] + [t’(xl,...,xn)] provable from R we have 
tIdlR (X) (SI > . . . > Sn) 2 ~;d[dlR(~)GI,.-,~n). 
Although poset models can reflect the nondeterminism of a system, they 
cannot reflect at all the cyclic behavior of a system that returns to a previous 
state after a series of transitions. This makes the usefulness of poset models 
rather limited for treating reactive systems in which such cyclic behavior is 
important. 
Since by definition we have [t] -+R(X) [t’] iff [[t]] <R(X) [[t’]], where 
[ [t] ] denotes the equivalence class of [t] in the poset associated to the 
preorder, we also have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.16 (Completeness relative to posets). For R a rewrite theory, 
R-Pos k [t(x I,..., x,)] + [t/(x1 )...) x,)] 
iff 
72 k [t(x I,... ,&)I --+ [t’(x,,...,Xn)l 
iff 
[[t(x1,... ,&)I1 <72(X) [[t’(xl,...,Xn)ll 
forX = {xI,...,xn}. 
Intersecting R-Pos and R-Preord with the category R-Grpd we get two 
subcategories definable by the first equation or by both, but now in the 
context of R-Grpd. Combining the notions of a groupoid and a preorder we 
get exactly the notion of an equivalence relation and therefore a subcategory 
R-Equiv whose initial object is the usual congruence E R on (E-equivalence 
classes of) ground terms modulo provable equality generated by the rules 
in 72 when regarded as equations. Similarly, the free object of this class on 
a set X is the congruence generated by ‘R on terms with variables in X. A 
poset that is also a groupoid yields a discrete category whose only arrows are 
identities, i.e., a set. It is therefore easy to see that the subcategory obtained 
by intersecting R-Pos with R-Grpd is just the familiar category R-Alg of 
ordinary C-algebras that satisfy the equations E U unlabel(R), where the 
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Fig. 5. Subcategories of R-Sys and their initial objects. 
unlabef function removes the labels from the conditional rules and turns the 
sequent signs “--+” into equality signs. Similarly, the reflection functor into 
R-AZg maps 7&_ (X) to TR (X), the free R-algebra on X. The reflection map 
P~_~@~(X)) : G_(X) --f h_(X) 
yields TR (X) as a quotient of 7~ (X). Therefore, the initial algebra seman- 
tics of abstract data types [ 53 ] is recovered as a very special case of the more 
general semantics presented here. Note that-even for equational logic-the 
groupoid semantics is another possibility generalizing the classical algebraic 
semantics. Figure 5 summarizes the relationships among all these categories, 
except for the category R-Pus( CO) which is not included. This figure makes 
clear that the models of rewriting logic support a wide and flexible spectrum 
of choices for giving semantics to concurrent systems-plus the possibility 
of systematically relating those choices by means of adjoint functors. In the 
most general context of arbitrary R-systems, the models are concurrent sys- 
tems themselves and provide the most detailed model theoretic semantics, 
one with a strong operational flavor. At the expense of losing more and 
more information, models can become more and more abstract and “de- 
notational” in flavor. Restricting ourselves to preorder models leaves intact 
the system’s state structure, but collapses the transitions to a reachability 
preorder. Poset models further simplify the picture by collapsing all cycles 
between states. The extreme of information loss is reached with traditional 
initial algebra semantics, where the forwards and backwards directions of 
reachability are confused; for non Church-Rosser rewrite theories this is 
a brutal last step that in general should not be taken, as the NAT-CHOICE 
example discussed in Section 1.3 illustrates, but for Church-Rosser theories 
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it provides a very satisfactory and abstract denotational semantics. In fact, 
as in OBJ, classical initial algebra semantics is the denotational semantics 
adopted for Maude’s functional modules (see Section 4). 
Although any of the subcategories of R-Grpd discussed above provides a 
suitable class of models for equational logic, the classical notion of model is 
of course provided by the algebras in R-A/g. The inclusion functor R-A/g of 
R-Sys is a key ingredient for establishing a systematic connection between 
rewriting logic and equational logic. Technically, such a connection takes 
the form of a map of logics 
RewritingLogic + EquationalLogic 
in the exact sense of [ 9 1 ] (note that, on models, the map goes backwards! ). 
The two other ingredients required to establish such a map are the assign- 
ment to each rewrite theory R = (C, E, L, R) of the equational theory” 
(C, E, unZabel(R)), and the assignment to each sequent [t] + [t’] of the 
equation [t] = [t’]. Without entering into technical details, we remark that 
these data do indeed determine a map of logics in the sense of [91]. This 
map of logics is implicitly used to define the different semantics given in 
Maude to functional, system, and object-oriented modules (see Section 4) 
and provides in this way a very simple unification of the functional and 
concurrent programming paradigm. A quite striking fact in this regard is 
that the extension of functional programming to the context of concurrent 
systems programming is achieved by moving (backwards along the above 
map) to rewriting logic, a logic that is proof-theoretically simpler than equa- 
tional logic. However, the very simplicity of the new proof theory allows 
a more sophisticated model theory which makes the traditional models of 
equational logic appear rather crude. This can be interpreted as an a poste- 
riori explanation of why the treatment of nondeterminism and concurrency 
within a functional context has proved so difficult and has generally resulted 
in rather baroque and unsatisfactory solutions. 
4. Rewrite rules as a programming language 
The idea of using rewrite rules to specify algorithms and compute with 
them is not new; it is implicit in algebraic simplification techniques that go 
back to antiquity. In a formal version it can be traced back to the Herbrand- 
Godel-Kleene theory of general recursive functions, and-in a variety of 
“As for rewrite theories, we allow equational theories in which the equations are specified 
module E; this increases the expressiveness of equational theories. 
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limited forms 1 * -it also goes back to Post systems, combinators, the lambda 
calculus and of course pure Lisp. In the context of equational logic, early 
proposals to program with rewrite rules include work by O’Donnell [ 1041, 
and Goguen and Tardo [ 5 11, and a vast body of work has followed since that 
time i9. However, the semantics of such rewrite rule languages has usually 
been based on equational logic, i.e., they have been given a functional 
interpretation. 
In this paper I have put forward the view that, by generalizing the de- 
duction rules and the model theory of equational logic to those of rewriting 
logic, a much broader field of applications for rewrite rule programming is 
possible-based on the idea of programming concurrent systems rather than 
algebras-with the same high standards of mathematical rigor for its seman- 
tics. Nevertheless, as explained below, the functional interpretation can still 
be maintained for those programs for which it is natural, i.e., we can at the 
same time achieve a very simple and rigorous integration of programming 
language paradigms. 
4.1. Maude modules and their semantics 
This section presents a specific proposal for a semantics of rewrite rule 
programs as concurrent systems. This proposal has two advantages. First, 
the functional case of equational logic is kept as a sublanguage having 
a more specialized semantics; second, the operational and mathematical 
semantics of a module are related in a particularly nice way. The proposal is 
embodied in Maude [92], a language containing 0BJ3 [46] as its functional 
sublanguage. As already mentioned, all the ideas and results in this paper 
extend without problem 2o to the order-sorted case 21 ; the unsorted case has 
only been used for the sake of a simpler exposition. Therefore, all that is 
said below is understood in the context of order-sorted rewriting logic. In 
Maude there are three kinds of modules: 
l functional modules-introduced by the keyword fmod-such as the NAT 
and REVERSE modules in Section 1.2; 
l system modules-introduced by the keyword mod-such as the module 
NAT-CHOICE in Section 1.3 and other modules to be discussed in Section 5; 
and 
18See Section 5 for a discussion of how all these models can be regarded as special cases of 
concurrent rewriting. 
“See in particular [ 105,39,46] for further developments of these two early proposals. 
“Exercising of course the well known precaution of making explicit the universal quantifi- 
cation of rules. 
211.e., there is not just one sort, but a partially ordered set of sorts-with the ordering 
understood as type inclusion-and the function symbols can be overloaded [ 501. 
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l object-oriented modules-introduced by the keyword omod-that will be 
discussed in Section 5.3.4. 
As we shall see later, the semantics of object-oriented modules reduces to 
that of system modules; therefore, in this section we focus on functional and 
system modules. Maude’s functional and system modules are respectively of 
the form 
l fmod R endfm, and 
l mod R’ endm, 
for R and R’ rewrite theories ** Their semantics is given in terms of an initial . 
machine linking the module’s operational semantics with its denotational 
semantics. The general notion of a machine is as follows. 
Definition 4.1. For R a rewrite theory and 0 it R-Sys a reflective subcat- 
egory, an R-machine over 8 is an R-homomorphism 1-1 : S -+ M-called 
the machine’s abstraction map-with S an R-system and .M E 0. Given 
R-machines over 8, [I_] : S + M and [[_I’ : S’ + M’ an R-machine ho- 
momorphism is a pair (F, G), with F : S -+ S’ an R-homomorphism, and 
G : M + M’ in 0, such that 1-1 ; G = F ; [I-]‘. This defines a category 
R-Mach/B; it is easy to check that the initial object in this category is the 
unique R-homomorphism In_ -+ R@ (5%). 
The intuitive idea behind a machine [I_] : S + M is that we can use 
a system S to compute a result relevant for a model M of interest in a 
subcategory 0 of models. What we do is to perform a certain computation 
in S, and then output the result by means of the abstraction map [[_I. A very 
good example is an arithmetic machine with S = TNAT, for NAT the rewrite 
theory of the Peano natural numbers corresponding to the module NAT23 in 
Section 1.2, with M = N, and with [I-] the unique homomorphism from the 
initial NAT-system GNAT; i.e., this is the initial machine in NAT-Mach/NAT-Alg. 
To compute the result of an arithmetic expression t, we perform a termi- 
nating rewriting and output the corresponding number, which is an element 
of N. 
Each choice of a reflective subcategory 0 as a category of models yields 
a different semantics. Possible choices include: 
8 = R-Sys, ‘R-Preord, R-Pos, R-Pos(cc,), ‘R-Alg. 
22This is somewhat inaccurate in the case of system modules having functional submodules, 
which is discussed below, because we have to “remember” that the submodule is functional. 
*“In this case E is the commutativity attribute, and R consists of the two rules for addition. 
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As already implicit in the arithmetic machine example, the semantics of a 
functional rnodule24 fmod R endfm is the initial machine in R-Mach/R-Alg, 
whose abstraction map is the unique R-homomorphism 7~ -+ TX sending 
each [t] to its equivalence class in TR and transforming all morphisms into 
identitites. 
For the semantics of a system module mod R endm not having any func- 
tional submodules I propose the initial machine in R-Mach/R-Preord, 
whose abstraction map is the unique R-homomorphism In + (+& which 
leaves the states unchanged but collapses the category ‘7~ to its associated 
reachability relation -+R. Although this choice of semantics seems natural 
for system modules, other choices are also possible; on the one hand, we 
could choose to be as concrete as possible and take 0 = RSys in which 
case the abstraction map is the identity homomorphism for In; on the other 
hand, we could instead be even more abstract, and choose 8 = R-Pos 
however, this would have the unfortunate effect of collapsing all the%& 
of a cyclic rewriting, which seems undesirable for many reactive systems. 
If the machine 7~ 4 M is the semantics of a functional or system 
module with rewrite theory R, then we call 7~ the module’s operational 
semantics, and M its denotational semantics. Therefore, the operational and 
denotational semantics of a module can be extracted from its initial machine 
semantics by projecting to the domain or codomain of the abstraction map. 
Note that the operational semantics of functional and system modules is 
defined in the same way, i.e., we compute with them in exactly the same way 
by concurrent rewriting; where they drastically differ is in their denotational 
semantics which for a functional module is an algebra, whereas for a system 
module is the sytem’s reachability relation (together with its additional 
algebraic structure). 
4.2. Submodules 
In Maude a module can have submodules. Functional modules can only 
have functional submodules, but system modules can have both functional 
and system submodules; for example, NAT was declared a submodule of 
NAT-CHOICE. The meaning of submodule relations in which the submodule 
and the supermodule are both of the same kind is the obvious one, i.e., 
we augment the signature, equations, labels, and rules of the submodule by 
adding to them the corresponding ones in the supermodule; we then give 
semantics to the module so obtained according to its kind, i.e., functional or 
24For this semantics to behave well, the rules R in the functional module fmod R endfm 
must be ground Church-Rosser module E (see Section 5.1.2 for a discussion of this important 
point). 
‘jSee below for a discussion of submodule issues. 
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system. The semantics of a system module having a functional submodule is 
somewhat more delicate. Suppose that the rewrite theory of the functional 
submodule is R = (C, E, L, R) and that of the system supermodule 
plus its system submodules is R’ = (C’, E’, L’, R’); as before we can form 
R U R’ = (C U C’, E U E’, L U L’, R U R’), but the semantics of the module 
is now given by the initial machine in the category 
(R u I?)-Mach/(.X u C’, E u E’ u unlabel(R), L’, R’)-Preord. 
Notice that (C U C’, E U E’ U unlabel(R), L’, R’)-Preord is an equationally 
definable full subcategory of (R u R’ )-Preord, namely the one defined by 
the equations t(X) = t’(X) for each rewrite rule r : [t(x) ] + [t’(X) ] in R, 
and therefore it is also reflective. 
Given a preorder M in (C u C’, E u E’ u unlabel(R), L’, R’)-Preord we 
can forget about R’ and the labels and view it as an R-algebra Min. 
Given a system module mod R’ endm having fmod R endfm as its functional 
submodule and Inunl --f M as its semantics, we say that this submodule 
relation is extending if the unique R-homomorphism h : TR + Mln is 
injective; similarly, we say that it is protecting if h is an isomorphism. We 
leave for the reader to check that the extending relation asserted for the 
importation of NAT in NAT-CHOICE does in fact hold. 
As OBJ, Maude has also theories to specify semantic requirements for 
interfaces and to make high level assertions about modules; they can be 
functional, system, or object-oriented. Also as OBJ, Maude has parameter- 
ized modules-again of the three kinds-and views that are theory interpre- 
tations relating theories to modules or to other theories. Details for all these 
aspects of the language will appear elsewhere*‘. Finally, note that Maude is 
a logic programming language in the general axiomatic sense made precise 
in [91]. 
5. Unifying models of concurrency 
This section discusses a variety of models of concurrency that can be 
obtained as special cases of concurrent rewriting. A natural way of studying 
specializations of this kind is to impose restrictions on the rewrite theories 
being used. The most obvious restriction is fixing the set E of structural 
axioms. We consider three cases: 
26We assume that, if several functional submodules have been declared, we have already 
taken their union. 
27Some basic results about views and parameterization for system modules have already been 
given in [94]. 
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mod LTS is 
sort State . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
t -- rl t:c=>b. 
rl u: c=>c. 
endm 
Fig. 6. A labelled transition system and its code in Maude. 
Syntactic rewriting, i.e., E = 0; this case includes labelled transition 
systems and functional programming. 
String rewriting, i.e., E = AI, associativity and identity; this case 
includes Post systems and phrase-structure grammars. 
Multiset rewriting, i.e., E = ACZ, associativity, commutativity and 
identity; this case includes Petri nets, the chemical abstract machine, 
CCS, and a general logical theory of concurrent objects that yields 
Actors and the UNITY model of computation as special cases. 
5.1. Case E = 0 
This is of course the best known case, and the one which is easiest to 
implement. We discuss two special cases, namely labelled transition systems 
and functional programming. 
5.1.1. Labelled transition systems 
This is the particularly simple case of unconditional rewrite theories 
obtained by imposing the additional requirements that C = Co, i.e., C only 
involves constants, and that all the rules in R only involve ground terms, 
i.e., they are of the form r : a -+ b for a, b constants. For example, the 
transition system of Fig. 6 corresponds to the rewrite theory of the system 
module LTS in the same figure. Since C contains only constants and the 
rules have no variables, the rules ( l)-(4) generating the proofs of rewriting 
logic specialize to very simple rules. The Z-structure rule can only apply to 
constants a E & with no arguments so that for any such constant a we get 
a deduction 
a:a-+a 
which becomes a special case of the identity rule thanks to the functoriality 
equation (2-b). 
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The rule of replacement has also to be applied with no arguments so that 
for each r : a + b in R we obtain the single deduction 
r:a+b 
Note that only the category equations ( 1) are relevant in this case; the equa- 
tions (2)- ( 5 ) defining 7R become vacuous or redundant due to the lack 
of arguments in the function symbols and in the rules, and to the vacuity 
of E. In particular, the decomposition and exchange laws (4)- (5) become 
trivial instances of the identity law ( l-b) due to the lack of arguments in the 
system’s transition rules. Therefore, we just have generation by identities, 
the rules r : a --+ b in R, and composition with the category equations of 
associativity and identity, i.e., In is just the free category-also called the 
path category-generated by the labelled transition system when regarded as 
a graph. More generally, any R-system with R a labelled transition system 
is just a category C together with the assignment of an object of C to each 
constant in C and a morphism in C for each rule in R in a way consis- 
tent with the assignment of objects. In other words, such systems are just 
sequential systems, and their sequentiality is precisely due to the absence of 
any operations other than constants. In a negative way, they support our 
identification of distributed structure with algebraic structure, since they 
lack distributed structure precisely because they lack any algebraic structure 
beyond constants. In fact, labelled transition systems are intrinsically se- 
quential as rewrite theories, in the precise sense of Definition 2.4. However, 
since several transitions are in general possible from a given state, they can 
exhibit a form of nondeterminism. In other words, labelled transition sys- 
tems are a very special case of sequential but not necessarily deterministic 
rewrite theories. 
Interleaving approaches to concurrency restrict themselves to labelled tran- 
sition systems or similar sequential structures. We can always sequentialize 
a concurrent computation (see Lemmas 2.6 and 3.6) and much valuable 
work can be and has been done in this context. However, the context as 
such is intrinsically sequential and forces a form of indirect reasoning when 
considering concurrency aspects; therefore, it seems quite limited. Plato’s 
analogy of the cave 28 may provide an apt metaphor for this situation, with 
labelled transition systems being the wall of the cave on which the shadows 
of true concurrency are reflected. The metaphor seems apt because it agrees 
with the mathematical facts; for R an arbitrary rewrite theory, the descent 
into the cave is precisely the forgetful functor R-Sys + a. 
28Republic, Bk. VII, 5 14-5 17. 
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5.1.2. (Parallel) Functional programming 
This case is obtained by requiring that the rewrite theory R is ground 
Church-Rosser. In Maude, it exactly corresponds to the case of functional 
modules. The Church-Rosser requirement allows us to regard the collection 
of rules with same top function symbol f on their lefthand sides as a 
collection of recursive quations defining the function f. If the rules are 
nonterminating, one has to worry about finding the unique normal form 
when there is one, and use a strategy that will accomplish this goal; however, 
this is less of a problem when the computation is performed in parallel, 
because in that case application of the rules is typically done in a fair 
way. Note that functional programming, as characterized by the ground 
Church-Rosser property, is not restricted to syntactic rewriting; rather, it 
extends to rewriting modulo axioms. For example, in OBJ and Maude it 
is possible to perform functional computations modulo a variety of sets 
of axioms. Therefore, the reader should keep clearly in mind that our 
inclusion of functional programming within the case E = 8 is just a matter 
of expediency and a gross oversimplification. 
The ground Church-Rosser property is required for Maude’s functional 
modules precisely because only such modules provide a good way of com- 
puting the solution of a functional expression by rewriting. This pro- 
vides further insights on the semantics given in Maude to a functional 
module fmod R endfm, namely the machine with abstraction map the R- 
homomorphism 7~ -+ TR sending each [t ] to its equivalence class in T,. 
Intuitively, such semantics associates to [t ] the result of its functional eval- 
uation. Indeed, if the rules are terminating, TR can be identified with the 
set of canonical forms, i.e., with a “canonical term algebra” [44] and we 
can run the machine by computing a terminating rewriting computation 
beginning with t and then extracting the corresponding canonical form as its 
semantics. For nonterminating computations this of course will not work; 
however, we can in that case view the equivalence class itself as an ideal- 
ized result, or we can, under certain circumstances, associate to an infinite 
computation an infinite canonical form [ 341. 
An issue worth considering is the computational interpretation of the 
adjective “parallel” in the expression “parallel functional programming” ap- 
plied to Maude’s functional modules. The adjective “concurrent” could have 
been used instead; however, “parallel” seems preferable because it can con- 
vey the additional nuance that-as it is the case for Church-Rosser rules-all 
terminating computations of an expression yield the same result. Note also 
that the parallelism of a functional module fmod R endfm is a property of 
its operational semantics 7~. From an operational semantics point of view, 
the module is regarded as a concurrent system whose states are terms built 
up with the syntax of the module’s signature. This exemplifies very nicely 
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our claim that the distributed structure exhibited by a concurrent system 
coincides with the system’s algebraic structure. In this case, states are spa- 
tially distributed according to a tree-structured topology determined by the 
operators in the signature. It is precisely this tree-structured distribution 
that makes possible the application of many rules at once, i.e., the paral- 
lelism. This is the most obvious fact staring at the reader in Fig. 2, the first 
example of a concurrent computation given in this paper 29. Of course, the 
algebraic-and therefore distributed-structure of the system involves not 
only states but also transitions; this means that certain rewrite rules can be 
better than others from the point of view of providing greater parallelism in 
computing a function. Indeed, in trying to program a functional module for 
optimal parallelism, program transformations that improve both the data 
structures-i.e., the signature-and the rules while preserving correctness 
can be of great help. 
Herbrund-GBdel-Kleene. The Herbrand-Godel-Kleene [ 4 1,751 theory of 
general recursive functions, one of the basic models of computation at the 
beginning of computability theory, is a perfect example of computation by 
equational rewriting. After Ackerman showed that there are computable 
functions that cannot be defined by primitive recursion, the question arose 
of how to characterize the most general notion of a total computable function 
on the natural numbers. The Herbrand-Godel-Kleene answer was later 
proved to be equivalent to that afforded by other models. In concurrent 
rewriting terms this notion can be defined as follows (we assume N in 
Peano notation, i.e., N = TIO,,l for 0 a constant and s a unary function). 
Definition 5.1. For Z a finite signature, a collection of functions fN : Nk + 
N, f E Ck, k E N, is said to be defined recursively by a rewrite theory 
R = (C u {O,s}, 0, L, R) with R finite iff: 
l R is ground Church-Rosser, 
l the set of ground R-normal forms is exactly N, and 
l for each f E L'k, nl,..., nk, n E N, k E N, f (nl ,..., ylk) + n is an 
R-rewrite iff fN(nl,...,nk) = t-2. 
The lambda calculus and combinatory logic. The lambda calculus is another 
of the original models of computation in computability theory and permits 
programming with higher order functions, even with functions that apply to 
themselves; of course, the Church-Rosser property is historically associated 
29Note that, in that example, the tree-structured topology is rendered somewhat more flexible 
for nodes labelled by the + symbol, since the order of subtrees under such nodes is irrelevant 
thanks to the commutativity axiom. 
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with this model. Also, ideas about concurrent evaluation of redexes have 
been used in this context for a long time; a good example is the “parallel 
moves lemma” (see [29, IV.4, Theorem 51). 
Computation is directly based on rewriting, but in the standard lambda 
notation one has to deal with the extra fuss of variables and their substi- 
tution. Since in its classical notation substitution does not belong to the 
calculus itself but rather to the meta-level, in that notation the lambda 
calculus cannot be directly expressed by rewrite rules in our sense. This, 
however, is just a small accident of syntax and not at all an essential dif- 
ficulty; the solution consists in making substitution an explicit part of the 
calculus. Indeed, a variety of solutions have been proposed in this regard. 
An elegant solution that is entirely faithful to the original lambda calculus 
is the Aa-calculus of Abadi, Cardelli, Curien and Levy [ 11. The basic idea 
is to express substitutions as an explicit part of the term structure using 
De Bruijn notation, and to equationally axiomatize substitution by a set g 
of Church-Rosser and terminating rewrite rules. Those rules, together with 
Beta-a version of the p rule which now also becomes a standard rewrite 
rule-form a set of Church-Rosser rules that perfectly simulate the original 
/3 rule while at the same time making explicit the computations implicit in 
the treatment of substitutions. 
The reason why the Arr-calculus so faithfully mirrors the original lambda 
calculus can be best explained by adopting the point of view of rewriting 
modulo a set of equations. Indeed, ;la-terms in a-canonical form are in 
one-to-one correspondence with lambda calculus terms (modulo N conver- 
sion). Therefore, there is an isomorphism between the terms of the lambda 
calculus (modulo (Y conversion) and the terms of the La-calculus mod- 
ulo the substitution equations Q. Under this isomorphism, lambda calculus 
rewriting using the p rule corresponds to rewriting with the rewrite the- 
ory &J = (C, 0, L, Beta), with Z the ,?a-calculus syntax, 0 the substitution 
equations, L an appropriate set of labels, and Beta the rule corresponding to 
/3. Specifically, under this isomorphism one step of P-reduction exactly cor- 
responds to one step of Beta-rewriting of the form [can, (t ) ] ---f [t’ 1, where 
[t ] denotes the a-equivalence class, can, (t ) is the a-canonical form, and 
where can, (t) + t’ is actually a syntactic Beta-rewriting. There is also the 
added bonus that one step of Beta-rewriting beginning with a term represen- 
tative that is not in a-canonical form may correspond in this isomorphism 
not to one but to several P-reduction steps. In summary, we can regard the 
traditional lambda calculus as syntactic sugar for a rewrite theory modulo 
equations. 
Of course, combinators in either the classical Schonfinkel style ]29,12,58], 
or supercombinators [ 621, or categorical combinators [ 28 1, provide another 
solution to this problem in terms of Church-Rosser equational rules; how- 
ever, they simulate the lambda calculus less closely than the ;la-calculus 
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does, and therefore are less satisfactory in this regard. 
Algebraic data types. In this case the rules are both ground Church-Rosser 
and terminating; in Maude this is illustrated by functional modules such as 
NAT or REVERSE whose rules are terminating (and of course ground Church- 
Rosser). The module’s denotational semantics is its corresponding initial 
algebra [ 531, which coincides with the canonical term algebra of normal 
forms obtained by rewriting [ 44,951. Therefore, a module of this kind 
describes an algebraic abstract data type equationally axiomatized by the 
rules. 
Of course, any functional expression in such a module is effectively 
computable by rewriting and evaluates to its canonical form. Therefore, 
these modules free computability from any numerical encoding and are in 
this sense a natural generalization of the Herbrand-Godel-Kleene model. 
Indeed, any (total) computable function can be defined in this way [ 15 1. 
This is the best known case for which the semantics of OBJ and of similar 
equational programming languages has been fully developed; however, the 
more general nonterminating case can also be handled nicely. 
5.2. Case E = AI 
The acronym AI stands for associativity and identity, i.e., we assume a 
binary operator which is associative (therefore, we can use empty syntax 
for the operator and denote the result of applying the operator to arguments 
x and y by xy) as well as a constant A which is an identity element 
for that binary operation. Of course, there can be other function symbols 
around; however, in the following I will concentrate on the special case 
in which the only additional function symbols are constants and the rules 
are unconditional. This leads us to Post systems, Chomsky grammars, and 
Turing machines. 
The flavor of concurrency exhibited by these systems i different from 
other examples. This is of course a world of strings where the algebraic-and 
therefore distributed-structure of a state is a linear structure, in which the 
linear order of the elements is fundamental and cannot be forgotten. 
5.2.1. Post systems 
This is the case in which & = A k~ {I}, & = {--}, and all the other C, 
are empty. Therefore, TZJI = A*, and TzJ,(X) = (A ~JX)*. The rules of a 
rewrite theory for this case must have the form: 
uOxk,ul . ..%-Ixk.,un --+ 210 x/,?J, . . . ‘u,-1 x,,?l, 
with n,m E N, Ul,Uj E A*, where the variables Xkl, X,, E X could actually 
be repeated, i.e., we could have X,, = xk,, with i # i’ and similarly for the 
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Xl’s. The case considered by Post, i.e, what is called a Post system, places 
two very reasonable restrictions-besides requiring d and R finite-namely, 
that all the variables occurring in the lefthand side are different, and that 
the variables in the righthand side are among those in the lefthand side. 
Post studied sets L of words definable in terms of 
l asubsetQcA, 
l a finite set A G d *, called the set of axioms, and 
0 a Post system R, 
by requiring that 2) E L iff u E 52’ and there is an axiom u E A with 
an R-rewrite u + u (in Post terminology, ‘u is then called a theorem 
deducible from the axioms A). Post then showed that such sets are exactly 
the recursively enumerable sets. 
5.2.2. Phrase-structure grammars and Turing machines 
Phrase-structure grammars are the particular case of Post systems R in 
which the rules only involve ground terms, i.e., they are of the form u --+ w 
with U, ‘u E d’. The problem of interest is the same, namely to study sets L, 
called languages, uch that for a given subset Sz C_ d , called the set of terminal 
symbols, and for a single letter axiom a E d - Q, L is the set of theorems 
R-deducible from a that lie in Q*. In addition, Sz must be such that all the 
words in a* are in R-normal form. The entire Chomsky hierarchy, with its 
associated machines to recognize each kind of language, is then obtained by 
imposing additional restrictions to the rules in R. Turing machines, perhaps 
the mathematical model of computation that (for better or for worse) has so 
far influenced computer science and computer technology the most, appear 
naturally in that hierarchy. As is well known, they can be formalized as a 
particular type of context-sensitive phrase-structure grammar and therefore 
are just a very special type of sequential rewrite theories. 
A natural question to ask is what the restriction of rewriting logic to 
phrase-structure grammars amounts to from the logical point of view. Ac- 
tually, it corresponds to the linear conjunction fragment of noncommutative 
propositional linear logic [40]. We postpone discussing this matter until 
Section 5.3.2. 
5.3. Case E = AC1 
The acronym ACI stands for associativity, commutativity and identity, 
i.e., we add to AZ a commutativity law xy = yx. We keep the same 
juxtaposition notation, but due to commutativity we can represent ACI- 
equivalence classes as monomials a:’ . . . aik, where the order of the factors 
is immaterial, i.e., as multisets; in the presence of other function symbols, 
the binary ACZ operator can of course appear at different levels, i.e., the a, 
may themselves contain monomial subexpressions. We first consider Petri 
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nets, then the chemical abstract machine [ 161 and CCS. We then propose 
a new abstract theory of concurrent objects-in the sense of concurrent 
object-oriented programming-which yields Actors [ 3 ] and UNITY [ 2 1 ] 
as special cases. Engelfriet et al.‘s POPS higher level Petri nets [36,37] can 
also be viewed as a special case of our theory of concurrent objects, but 
a precise account of their formalism would be somewhat lengthy and is 
therefore omitted. 
This case is quite important and contains as special subcases a good num- 
ber of models that have already been studied. In fact, the associativity and 
commutativity of the axioms appear in some of those models as “funda- 
mental laws of concurrency”. However, from the perspective of this work 
the ACZ case-while being important and useful-does not have a monopoly 
on the concurrency business. Indeed, “fundamental laws of concurrency” 
expressing associativity and commutativity are only valid in this particular 
case. They are for example meaningless for the tree-structured case of func- 
tional programming. The point is that the laws satisfied by a concurrent 
system cannot be determined a priori. They essentially depend on the actual 
distributed structure of the system, which is its algebraic structure. 
More importantly-and this is a key advantage of Maude’s object-oriented 
modules-an ACZ operator, even when present, does account only for some 
of the concurrency of a system when other operators not having that property 
are also present. For example, an object may communicate with other objects 
in an ACZ distributed state, but its attributes can also have a distributed 
structure-typically a tree structure-so that their updating can be performed 
in parallel. Concurrent rewriting does not discriminate between one level 
of parallelism (ACZ communication between objects) and another (parallel 
attribute updating); instead, it integrates both levels within the same formal 
framework supporting concurrency at all levels. 
Of course, the general claim that a system’s distributed structure coincides 
with its algebraic structure applies also here. The ACZ axioms lead to a state 
structure that is distributed as a commutative word, multiset, or bag, all 
these being different expressions for the same idea. This is a very fluid 
and flexible structure which, in particular, is an ideal abstract structure for 
communication; as already pointed out, this may only account for the top 
level structure of a system, which in the framework of rewriting logic is 
seamlessly integrated with any other distributed structures at lower levels. 
5.3.1. Petri nets 
Petri nets are one of the most basic models of concurrency. It has the 
great advantage of exhibiting concurrency directly, not through the indirect 
mediation of interleavings. Its relationship to concurrent rewriting can be 
expressed very simply. It is just the particular case of an unconditional 
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mod TICKET is 
$ subsorts Place < Marking 
ops $,q,tl,t2 : -> Place . 
op _@_ : Marking Marking -> Marking 
[assoc comm id: Xl . 
rl b-t1 : $ => tl @ q 8 q 
rl b-t2 : $ => t2 13 q 
rl change : $ => q @ q 8 q @ q . 
rl b'-tl : q @ q => tl 
x-1 b’-t2 : q f&8 q @ q => t2 . 
endm 
rl tz 
Fig. 7. A Petri net and its code in Maude. 
rewrite theory where E = ilCI, & = d 13 {A}, ,Y2 = {@}, with all the other 
C, empty, and where the terms in the rules are all ground terms. Consider 
for example the Petri net in Fig. 7, which represents a machine to buy 
subway tickets. With a dollar we can buy a ticket t 1 by pushing the button 
b-t 1 and get two quarters back; if we push b-t2 instead, we get a longer 
distance ticket t2 and one quarter back. Similar buttons allow purchasing 
the tickets with quarters. Finally, with one dollar we can get four quarters 
by pushing change. The corresponding order-sorted rewrite theory is that of 
the TICKET system module in the same figure. 
A key point about this module is that the operator &-corresponding to 
multiset union of markings on the net-provides the system’s commutative 
monoid algebraic structure (this is the “Petri nets as monoids” view [96,97] ) 
which is at the same time its concurrent structure. That is, concurrent 
computations are possible in the net precisely due to the distributed nature of 
a marking as a multiset whose elements are put together by the binary union 
operator. By contrast, the state of a labelled transition system is atomic. 
Lacking any algebraic structure, concurrency becomes impossible. Of course, 
the commutative monoid structure is also enjoyed by the computations 
themselves. In this example, AU-rewriting captures exactly the concurrent 
computations of the Petri net. Suppose, for example, that we begin in a state 
with four quarters and two dollars. Then, by first concurrently pushing the 
buttons b’-t 1 and b-t2, and then concurrently pushing the buttons b’-t2 
and b-t2 we end up with a ticket for the shorter distance, three tickets for 
the longer distance and a quarter, as shown in the two steps of concurrent 
ACZ-rewriting below: 
The rules ( 1 )- (4) generating the proofs of rewriting logic specialize as 
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follows. The C-structure rule applied to @ yields the rule 
Similarly, the C-structure rule applied to each constant a E Z0 yields a 
deduction 
a : [a] --) [a]’ 
which becomes a special case of the identity rule thanks to the functoriality 
equation (2-b). 
Since all the rules involve only ground terms, the rule of replacement has 
to be applied with no arguments so that for each transition rule r : [t] + [t’] 
in the Petri net N we obtain the single deduction 
r : [t] --+ [t’]. 
Note also that the equations ( 1 )- (5) defining IN reduce to the category, 
functoriality and AC&equations ( 1 )-( 3), since the decomposition and ex- 
change laws become trivial instances of the identity law ( l-b) due to the 
lack of arguments in the transition rules. 
Thus, we just have generation by identities, the above C-structure rule for 
@, the rules r : [t] + [I’] in N, and composition, subject to the category, 
functoriality and AC&equations. Therefore, the IN construction specializes 
exactly to the monoidal category construction 7[N] associated to a Petri 
net N in joint work with Ugo Montanari [96,97]. 
5.3.2. Connections with linear logic 
The connections with linear logic become now clear. Interpreting 8 as 
conjunction in linear logic [40] and denoting sequents with the E symbol, a 
Petri net N can be interpreted as a propositional theory whose axioms are 
the sequents r : [t] k [t’] corresponding to the transitions r : [t] + [t’] in 
N. 
Under this interpretation, the specialization of rewriting logic to Petri nets 
described above yields the basic axioms r : [t] F [t’] of the linear theory 
associated to N as specializations of the replacement rule, as well as the 
following rules: 
( 1) Identity. 
(2) 8. 
[tll t It;1 rt21 k &I 
ItI QD t21 t- [t’, 63 t;] . 
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(3) cut. 
it11 E It21 It21 k [t31 
[t11 k It31 . 
which are sound and complete rules of deduction for the linear conjunction 
fragment of linear logic [ 9,55,85]. 
Regarding categorical models for linear logic, Narciso Marti-Oliet and I 
[85,84] realized that the category IN originally constructed in [96,97] 
provides a categorical model for the linear conjunction fragment, studied 
general categorical models for the entire logic building on previous work by 
Seely [ 118 ] and Lafont [ 77 1, and studied the resulting triangular correspon- 
dence between Petri nets, linear logic and categories, which is a particular 
instance of the more general triangular correspondence between concurrent 
systems, rewriting logic and categories developed in this paper. 
Note that phrase-structure grammars and Petri nets are very similar. In- 
deed, Petri nets can be obtained from phrase-structure grammars by replacing 
the empty syntax of word juxtaposition by the symbol @ and making the 
words commutative. Therefore, all that we have said for Petri nets and linear 
logic holds mutatis mutandis for phrase-structure grammars and the linear 
conjunction fragment of noncommutative propositional linear logic [ 401. In 
this light, grammars can be regarded as logical theories in the special case of 
rewriting logic provided by noncommutative conjunctive linear logic, and 
also as concurrent systems whose states are words and therefore have a 
“linearly distributed” state structure-in the same way as Petri net states 
have a “multiset-distributed” structure thanks to their ACZ axioms. 
Since we have already pointed out that the rules of rewriting logic should 
be understood as rules to reason about change in a concurrent system, 
the above remarks clarify the relationship between rewriting logic and linear 
logic, which is also a logic of action and becoming [ 401. Both logics coincide 
in their goal of dealing with concurrency, but rewriting logic provides greater 
generality for achieving this purpose. This generality comes from allowing 
the logical connectives C and the structural axioms E to vary as flexible 
parameters that can be instantiated to fit the problem in question. This 
endows rewriting logic with a virtually unlimited capacity for structuring a
distributed state in many more ways than just as a multiset or as a string. 
This capacity is very valuable, because the lack of structuring mechanisms 
in many concurrency models is one of the main obstacles blocking their 
application to real problems. 
What about the other connectives of linear logic? As Marti-Oliet and I have 
argued in [ 851, they do not describe real states, but idealized “Gedanken” 
states and therefore belong to a logic suitable for specifying properties of 
a concurrent system rather than to what might be called the intrinsic logic 
of the system. There is in principle no reason why connectives generalizing 
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those of linear logic could not be added to rewriting logic for specification 
purposes, and indeed this seems a very interesting area for future research. 
5.3.3. The chemical abstract machine and CCS 
The chemical abstract machine, or cham [ 161, is a model of concurrency 
recently introduced by Gerard Berry and Gerard Boudol. The basic metaphor 
giving its name to the model is that of conceiving a distributed state as a 
“solution” in which many “molecules” float, and thinking of concurrent 
transitions as “reactions” that can occur simultaneously in many points 
of the solution. * It is possible to define a variety of chemical abstract 
machines. Each of them corresponds to a rewrite theory in our sense, and 
all of them satisfy certain common conditions characterizing them, which I 
explain below. 
There is a common syntax shared by all chemical abstract machines, with 
each machine possibly extending the basic syntax by additional function 
symbols. The common syntax is typed, and can be expressed as the following 
order-sorted signature .Q : 
sorts Molecule, Molecules, Solution. 
subsorts Solution < Molecule < Molecules. 
op II :+Molecules. 
op _, _ : Molecules Molecules + Molecules. 
op 4-D : Molecules 4 Solution. *** membrane operator 
op _ a _ : Molecule Solution + Molecule. *** airlock operator 
In our terminology, we can describe a cham as a rewrite theory C = 
(C,ACI, L, R), with C 2 Q, together with a partition 
R = Reaction k~ Heating u Cooling k~ AirlockAx. 
The ACI axioms are asserted of the operator --) _ with identity A. The rules in 
R may involve variables, but are subject to certain syntactic restrictions that 
guarantee an efficient form of ACZ matching. AirlockAx is the bidirectional 
sequent3’ jm,MD H urn a @4DD, w h ere m is a variable of sort Molecule 
and M a variable of sort Molecules. The purpose of this axiom is to 
choose one of the molecules m in a solution as a candidate for reaction 
with other molecules outside its membrane. The Heating and Cooling rules 
can typically be paired, with each sequent [t ] + [t’] E Heating having a 
symmetric sequent [t’ ] + [t ] E Cooling, and viceversa, so that we can view 
them as a single set of bidirectional sequents Heating-Cooling. 
*Note added in proof: The cham’s chemical metaphor and its multiset rewriting approach are 
inspired by the GAMMA language of Banltre and Le Mktayer (cf. [ 111). 
30Which is of course understood as a pair of sequents, one in each direction. 
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The paper of Berry and Boudol [ 161 makes a distinction between rules, 
which are rewrite rules specific to each cham-and consist of the Reac- 
tion, Heating, and Cooling rules-and laws which are general properties 
applying to all chams for governing the admissible transitions. The first 
three laws, the Reaction, Chemical and Membrane laws, correspond in our 
terms to saying that the machine evolves by AU-rewriting. The fourth law 
states the axiom AirlockAx. The Reaction rules are the heart of the cham 
and properly correspond to state transitions. The rules in Heating-Cooling 
express structural equivalence, so that the Reaction rules may apply after 
the appropriate structurally equivalent syntactic form is found. A certain 
strategy is typically given to address the problem of finding the right struc- 
tural form, for example to perform “heating” as much as possible. The 
present framework suggests a way of abstracting the structural equivalence 
problem in a cham, namely to alternatively view a cham as a rewrite the- 
ory C = (Z,ACI U Heating-Cooling U AirlockAx, L, Reaction), in which the 
Heating-Cooling rules and the AirlockAx axiom have been made part of the 
theory’s axioms. 
This notion has been applied to the semantics of CCS [ 991, which is 
described as a particular cham. Berry and Boudol point out that their de- 
scription is considerably simpler than that afforded using Plotkin’s structural 
operational semantics [ 1081. The authors have also used this notion to de- 
fine a concurrent A-calculus [ 16 1. Stimulated by cham ideas, recent work by 
Milner has also used ideas of rewriting modulo axioms to provide a compact 
formulation of his n-calculus [ 1001. 
5.3.4. Concurrent object-oriented programming 
Concurrent object-oriented programming is a very active area of research. 
Beyond the fluctuations of fashion, a key reason for this interest goes 
back to the seminal ideas embodied in the Simula language [ 301, since 
this language was designed with the explicit intention of being used for 
simulating concurrent interactions between objects in the real world. Due 
to the limitations of a sequential implementation, at the time when Simula 
was designed this could only be realized in a limited way. 
In spite of the recent activity to fully integrate concurrency within the 
object-oriented programming paradigm (see, e.g., [ 125,4] and recent OOP- 
SLA proceedings) the field of concurrent object-oriented programming seems 
at present to lack a clear agreed upon semantic basis. Such a basis is im- 
portant as a means of communication between different researchers, who 
can be sure of agreeing on the same concepts when using the same words; 
besides, a mathematically precise semantics is an absolute prerequisite for 
formal reasoning about concurrent object-oriented programs. 
This section presents a logical theory of concurrent objects that addresses 
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this conceptual need in a very direct way. The semantics proposed ex- 
presses concurrent object-oriented programming in terms of concurrent ACI- 
rewriting. The reader is referred to [ 921 for a fuller account of this theory. 
Here we discuss the most basic ideas about objects and the evolution of an 
object-oriented system by concurrent rewriting of its configuration, which is 
made up of a collection of objects and messages. In addition, we also dis- 
cuss how this theory provides an abstract semantics for Actors [ 31. In spite 
of previous formalization efforts [2,23], actors have not, in my opinion, 
received a treatment at an abstract enough level. Actually, the many details 
involved in the usual descriptions can become a real obstacle for gaining a 
clear mathematical understanding of actors. We also discuss how the present 
theory of concurrent objects relates in a very simple and direct way to the 
very important work of Chandy and Misra on UNITY [21], specifically 
to their programming model, which can be obtained as an special case of 
the theory. Another model that can be obtained as a particular case but 
whose discussion is omitted is Engelfriet et al.‘s POPS higher level Petri 
nets [ 36,371. 
An object can be represented as a term 
(0: c 1 al : Ul,...,U, : v,) 
where 0 is the object’s name, belonging to a set Old of object identi3ers, 
C is its class, the a,‘~ are the names of the object’s attributes, and the 
‘ui’s are their corresponding values, which typically are required to be in a 
sort appropriate for their corresponding attribute. The configuration is the 
distributed state of the concurrent object-oriented system and is represented 
as a multiset of objects and messages according to the following syntax: 
subsorts Object Message < Configuration . 
op _- : Configuration Configuration -> Configuration [assoc comm id: 01 
where the operator __ is associative and commutative with identity 0 and 
plays a role entirely similar to that played by the operator 8 for Petri 
nets. The system evolves by concurrent rewriting (modulo ACI) of the 
configuration by means of rewrite rules specific to each particular system, 
whose lefthand and righthand sides may in general involve patterns for 
several objects and messages. 
Intuitively, we can think of messages as “travelling” to come into contact 
with the objects to which they are sent and then causing “communication 
events” by application of rewrite rules. In the model, this travelling is ac- 
counted for in a very abstract way by the ACZ axioms. This abstract level 
supports both synchronous and asynchronous communication and provides 
great freedom and flexibility to consider a variety of alternative implemen- 
tations at lower levels. Such abstraction from implementation details makes 
possible high level reasoning about concurrent object-oriented programs and 
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omod ACCOUNT is 
protecting INT . 
class Accnt . 
att bal : Accnt -> Nat . 
msgs credit,debit : OId Nat -> Msg . 
msg transfer-from-to- : Nat OId OId -> Msg 
vars A B : OId . 
varsMNN' :Nat. 
rl credit(A,M) < A : Accnt I bal: N > => < A : Accnt 1 bal: N + M > 
rl debit(A,M) < A : Accnt I bal: N > => < A : Accnt I bal: N - M > 
if N >= M . 
rl transfer M from A to B < A : Accnt I bal: N > 
< B : Accnt I bal: N' > => 
<A: Accnt I bal: N - M > 
< B : Accnt I bal: N' + M > if N >= M 
endom 
Fig. 8. 
their semantics without having to go down into the specific details of how 
communication is actually implemented. 
In Maude, concurrent object-oriented systems can be defined by means of 
object-oriented modules-introduced by the keyword omod-using a syntax 
more convenient than that of system modules because it assumes acquain- 
tance with basic entities such as objects, messages and configurations, and 
supports linguistic distinctions appropriate for the object-oriented case. For 
example, the ACCOUNT object-oriented module given in Fig. 8 specifies the 
concurrent behavior of objects in a very simple class Accnt of bank accounts, 
each having a bal(ance) attribute, which may receive messages for crediting 
or debiting the account or for transfering funds betwen two accounts. We 
assume that a functional module INT for integers with a subsort relation Nat 
< Int and an ordering predicate _>=_ is available. 
In this example, the only attribute of an account-introduced by the 
keyword att-is its bal (ante), which is declared to be a value in Nat. The 
three kinds of messages involving accounts are credit, debit and transfer 
messages, whose user definable syntax is introduced by the keyword msg. 
The rewrite rules specify in a declarative way the behavior associated to the 
credit, debit and transfer messages. The commutative monoid structure of 
the configuration provides the top level distributed structure of the system 
and allows concurrent application of the rules. For example, Fig. 9 provides 
a snapshot in the evolution by concurrent rewriting of a simple configuration 
of bank accounts. To simplify the picture, the arithmetic operations required 
to update balances have already been performed. However, the reader should 
bear in mind that, as already mentioned, the values in the attributes of an 
object can also be computed by means of rewrite rules, and this adds 
yet another important level of concurrency to a concurrent object-oriented 
system specified in this way. 
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<Peter:Accntlbal:lOO> 
<Paul:Accntlbal:200> 
credit(Pau1,300) credit(Pau1,300) 
credit(Pau1,300) credit(Pau1,300) 
<nary:Accntlbal:12810> 
Fig. 9. Concurrent rewriting of bank accounts. 
Although Maude’s object-oriented modules provide a convenient syntax 
for programming object-oriented systems, their semantics can be entiveIy 
reduced to that of system modules, i.e., we can regard the additional syntax 
as syntactic sugar and nothing else. In fact, each object-oriented module 
can be translated into a corresponding system module whose semantics is 
by definition that of the original object-oriented module. For example, the 
system module ACCOUNT# given in Fig. 10 is the translation of the ACCOUNT 
module above (we assume an already existing functional module ID of 
identifiers containing a sort OId of object identifiers). 
Note the introduction of operators bal. replyto- and bal. -is-to_ cor- 
mod ACCOUNTt is 
protecting INT ID . 
subsorts Accnt Msg < Configuration . 
ops credit,debit : OId Nat -> Msg 
op transfer_from_to_ : Nat OId OId -> Msg 
op bal._replyto_ : OId OId -> Msg . 
op bal._is_to_ : OId Nat OId -> Msg . 
op <_: Accnt I bal:_> : OId Nat -> Accnt 
op __ : Configuration Configuration -> 
Configuration [assoc comm id: 01 
vars A B : OId . 
var.sMNN’ : Nat. 
rl credit(A,M) < A : Accnt I bal: N > => < A : Accnt I bal: N + M > . 
rl debit(A,M) < A : Accnt I bal: N > => < A : Accnt I bal: N - M > 
if N >= M . 
rl transfer M from A to B < A : Accnt I bal: N > 
< B : Accnt I bal: N' > => 
<A : Accnt I bal: N - M > < B : Accnt I bal: NJ + M > 
if N >= M . 
rl (bal. A replyto B) < A : Accnt I bal: N > => 
< A : Accnt I bal: N > (bal. A is N to B) 
endm 
Fig. 10. 
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responding to messages by which an object can request the balance of a 
given account and receive a reply from the account as specified by the last 
rewrite rule. This capability is built in for object-oriented modules unless 
an attribute has been declared hidden, and therefore was not mentioned in 
the original ACCOUNT module. 
In Maude, the general form required of rewrite rules used to specify the 
behavior of an object-oriented system is as follows: 
M, . . . M, (0, : Cl 1 attrq) . . . (0, : cm I attrs,) 
-+ (Oi, : C;, 1 attrs:,). . . (Oi, : C:k 1 attr&) 
(Ql : D, 1 attrsy) . . . (Qp : Dp 1 uttrsi) 
M; . . . kif; 
if C (t) 
where the MS are message expressions, i,, . . . , ik are different numbers 
among the original 1,. . . , m, and C is the rule’s condition. A rule of this 
kind expresses a communication event in which n messages and m distinct 
objects participate. The outcome of such an event is as follows: 
l the messages Ml,. . . , M, disappear; 
l the state and possibly even the cluss of the objects Oi, , . . . , O,, may change; 
l all other objects 0, vanish; 
l new objects Q,, . . . , Qg are created; 
l new messages M;, . . . , kfi are sent. 
There are also some additional requirements to ensure the proper behavior 
of the rules (t ) that are discussed in [92]. Notice that, since some of 
the attributes of an object-as well as the parameters of messages-can 
contain object names, very complex and dynamically changing patterns of
communication can be achieved by rules of this kind. 
We call a communication event (and therefore its corresponding rule) 
asynchronous if only one object appears in the lefthand side. Otherwise, 
the communication is called synchronous and the objects appearing in the 
lefhand side are said to synchronize in the event. For example, the rules 
for crediting and debiting accounts describe asynchronous communication 
events, whereas the rule for transfering funds between two accounts forces 
them to synchronize. 
We refer the reader to [92] for a more complete treatment of object- 
oriented concurrency in Maude, and for more examples. In particular, an 
important topic treated there is the creation and deletion of objects, which 
can also be treated by concurrent ACI-rewriting in a variety of ways and 
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without any problems. Object creation is typically initiated by means of a 
“new” message of the form 
new( C 1 attrs) 
which specifies the new object’s class and initialization values for its at- 
tributes and has the effect of creating a new object with those properties 
and with a fresh new name. 
In comparison with the FOOPS language that Joseph Goguen and I 
developed in [ 481 and that has provided very valuable experience in the 
design of Maude, both FOOPS and Maude contain OBJ as their functional 
sublanguage, and both have declarative style object-oriented modules; also, 
the idea of transforming objects by rewrite rules goes back to [49], although 
the use of ACZ to treat concurrency was not contemplated in that work. 
However, the semantic frameworks of FOOPS and Maude are quite different, 
and this leads to different styles of programming with objects and to different 
approaches to concurrency. 
An interesting topic, unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper, is 
making a precise comparison of the present theory with other very re- 
cent proposals to give a formal basis to object-oriented concurrency such 
as Goguen’s sheaf-theoretic semantics [43], and the work of Sernadas et 
al. [ 1191 among others. 
Actors. Actors [3,2] provide a flexible and attractive style of concurrent 
object-oriented programming. However, their mathematical structure, al- 
though already described and studied by previous researchers [23,2], has 
remained somewhat hard to understand and, as a consequence, the use of 
formal methods to reason about actor systems has remained limited. The 
present logical theory of concurrent objects sheds new light on the mathe- 
matical structure of actors and provides a new formal basis for the study of 
this important and interesting approach. 
Specifically, the general logical theory of concurrent objects presented in 
this paper yields directly as a special case an entirely declarative approach 
to the theory and programming practice of actors. The specialization of our 
model to that of actors can be obtained by first clarifying terminological 
issues and then studying their definition by Agha and Hewitt [ 31. 
Actor theory has a terminology of its own which, to make things clearer, I 
will attempt to relate to the more standard terminology employed in object- 
oriented programming. To the best of my understanding, the table in Fig. 11 
provides a basic terminological correspondence of this kind. 
The essential idea about actors is clearly summarized in the words of 
Agha and Hewitt [ 31 as follows: 
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Fig. 11. A dictionary for Actors. 
“An actor is a computational agent which carries out its actions in response 
to processing a communication. The actions it may perform are: 
l Send communications to itself or to other actors. 
0 Create more actors. 
l Specify the replacement behavior.” 
The “replacement behavior” is yet another term to describe the new “actor 
machine” produced after processing the communication, i.e., the new state 
of the actor. 
We can now put all this information together and simply conclude that 
a logical axiomatization in rewriting logic of an actor system-which is 
of course at the same time an executable specification of such a system 
in Maude-exactly corresponds to the special case of a concurrent object- 
oriented system in our sense whose rewrite rules instead of being of the 
general form (t ) are of the special asynchronous and unconditional form 
M (0 : C 1 attrs) 
+ (0 : C’ 1 attrs’) 
(Ql : Q 1 attrs',') . . . (QP : DP 1 attrsi) 
M;...M;. 
Therefore, the present theory is considerably more general than that of 
actors. In comparison with existing accounts about actors [3,2] it seems 
also fair to say that our theory is more abstract so that some of those 
accounts can now be regarded as high level architectural descriptions of ways 
in which the abstract model can be implemented. In particular, the all- 
important mail system used in those accounts to buffer communication is 
the implementation counterpart of what in our model is abstractly achieved 
by the ACZ axioms. Another nice feature of our approach is that it gives a 
truly concurrent formulation-in terms of concurrent ACZ-rewriting-of actor 
computations, which seems most natural given their character. By contrast, 
Agha [ 2 ] presents an interleaving model of sequentialized transitions. Agha 
is keenly aware of the inadequacy of reducing the essence of true concurrency 
to nondeterminism and therefore states (on p. 82) that the correspondence 
between his interleaving model and the truly concurrent computation of 
actors is “representationalistic, not metaphysical’. 
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There is one additional aspect important for actor systems and in general 
for concurrent systems, namely fairness. For actors, this takes the form of 
requiring guarantee of mail delivery. In the concurrent rewriting model it is 
possible to state precisely a variety of fairness conditions and, in particular, 
the guarantee of mail delivery for the special case of actors. Details will 
appear elsewhere. 
UNITY. UNITY [2 1 ] is an elegant and important theory of concurrent 
programming with an associated logic to reason about the behavior of 
concurrent programs that has been developed by Chandy and Misra. We 
show below how the present logical theory of concurrent objects yields 
UNITY’s model of computation as a special case in a direct way. The 
discussion is restricted to the programming language and its corresponding 
model of program execution; UNITY’s logic is not discussed. 
In essence 31 a UNITY program consists of: 
l a declaration of variables with their corresponding type; 
l a declaration of initial values for some of those variables; 
0 a set of multiple assignment statements. 
A multiple assignment statement is a construct of the form: 
Xl,...,Xn := exp,(xl,..., x,) ,..., exp,(xl,..., x,) 
where the xi are declared variables and the exp, (x1,. . . ,x,) are C-terms 
for C a tixed many-sorted signature defined on the types of the declared 
variables. The intuitive meaning of executing such an assignment is that 
all the variables xi are simultaneously assigned the values that their corre- 
sponding expression expi (x1, . . . , x,) evaluate to. Beginning with a state that 
satisfies the declaration of initial values, the execution of a UNITY program 
proceeds by choosing an arbitrary multiple assignment in the set and execut- 
ing it. This process of choosing and executing assignments is continued ad 
infinitum, but a fair choice is assumed, i.e., all assignments are executed in- 
finitely often in such an infinite computation. Therefore, UNITY’s model of 
program execution is an interleaving semantics that assigns to each program 
the set of all fair execution sequences of the form 
So al 4 a,+1 a”+1 Sl - S2”.Sn - s,+1 - “. 
where SO is a state satisfying the declaration of initial values and each 
a,+1 sn ---+ S, + 1 is a transition from state sn to the state s, + I reached from s,, 
3’I.e., any UNITY program can be expressed in this form after doing away with conditional 
assignments (which can be handled as unconditional ones by means of a generalized many- 
argument if-then-else operator) and expanding out all quantified assignments. 
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by executing a multiple assignment a,,,~ chosen among those appearing in 
the program. 
In our model, a program of this kind has a simple formalization as 
a rewrite theory R = (C, ACZ, L, R) corresponding to a Maude object- 
oriented module where the objects have only one attribute and are of the 
form (x : T 1 val : v) with T a type (sort) name and ‘u a value of that type. 
The variable declaration just means that we are only considering envi- 
ronments made up of exactly those objects whose identifiers have been 
declared. In UNITY there is no deletion of objects; also, all existing ob- 
jects have been created at the very beginning of the computation in a state 
partially 32 specified by the initialization declaration. No new objects are 
created afterwards. In the environment there are no messages, only objects. 
Such an environment can therefore be understood as a set of objects-one 
for each declared variable-and formalizes a possible state of the program 
in question. Each multiple assignment 
xl ,..., xn := exp, (X) ,..., exp,(X) 
yields a rule of R, namely the rule: 
(x1 : T, 1 val: v,)...(x, : T, 1 val: v,) 
+ (xl: Tl 1 val:exp,(?J))...(x,: T,, 1 val:exp,(U)) 
which when applied has the effect of synchronizing the objects x1,. . . , xn. 
Evolution of the system is of course by concurrent rewriting which, by 
Lemmas 2.6 and 3.6, can always be expressed by means of interleaving 
sequences as done in [21], but in our model it has a more appealing form 
without recourse to such sequences. 
5.4. The Big Picture 
We can pause for a moment and discuss what the concurrent rewriting 
model does in fact accomplish. Figure 12 provides a good summary of the 
situation and can help us in this task. At the top of the figure we have the 
concurrent rewriting model, denoted by the acronym CR. The arrows in the 
tree stand for specializations of the model; first, to the three main cases that 
we have considered in detail, i.e., to E = 0,AZ,ACZ respectively, and then 
to subcases under each of those cases. 
One interesting observation is that the two types of unification that 
we were seeking, i.e., the internal unification of concurrency models and 
the external unilication of concurrency with other programming language 
paradigms can both be perceived in the picture. 
32Since not all declared variables need appear in the initialization declaration. 
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Fig. 12. Specializations of concurrent rewriting. 
Regarding the internal unification, we can see how a heterogeneous variety 
of well-known concurrency models are specializations of the concurrent 
rewriting model by imposing additional restrictions on it. The picture is not 
at all complete; a notable omission-among several others-is the absence 
of CSP [ 593; also, two of the specializations, to CCS and to POPS, have not 
really been discussed; for CCS we implicitly rely on the simulation already 
developed by Berry and Boudol in [ 161 which can be easily adapted to the 
present framework, and for Engelfriet et al.‘s POPS [36,37] we have already 
mentioned that the details are omitted. Doing justice to all the relevant 
models would require a much lengthier exposition, one beyond the scope of 
the present work. I hope that the models already discussed give a general 
flavor and offer sufficient enough evidence-even if incomplete-for the 
possibilities of conceptual unification that the concurrent rewriting model 
contains. 
The external unification deserves some discussion. First, note that func- 
tional programming appears as the special case in which the rules are 
(ground) Church-Rosser. In this way, functional programming is integrated 
as a special case with additional properties and with a more restricted 
denotational semantics. Indeed, as already pointed out, this unification is 
intimately connected with the map of logics 
RewritingLogic --f EquationalLogic 
discussed in Section 3.6 that relates formally the deduction and model 
theories of rewriting logic and equational logic. Thanks to this map, we 
obtain a simple integration of two logic programming languages in the 
general axiomatic sense of [ 9 11, namely a functional programming language 
based on equational logic, which in Maude corresponds to the sublanguage 
of functional modules isomorphic to OBJ3 [46], and a concurrent systems 
programming language directly based on rewriting logic, which in Maude 
corresponds to the language of system modules. 
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Concurrent object-oriented programming then appears naturally as a spe- 
cial case of rewriting logic programming involving AU-rewriting. This case 
is quite common and important and therefore in Maude is given a spe- 
cial syntax-Maude’s object-oriented modules. However, this syntax is only 
syntactic sugar for an equivalent expression as a system module, i.e., as a 
rewrite theory. 
In summary, Maude provides a simple unification of functional pro- 
gramming with a general version of concurrent system’s programming that 
includes concurrent object-oriented programming as a particular instance. 
Besides, this unification is accomplished entirely within logic so that the en- 
tire language is declarative and specifically is a logic programming language 
in the general axiomatic sense of [ 9 11. Intuitively, this means that programs 
are theories, computation is deduction, denotational semantics is given by 
initial models, and there is a nice agreement between facts holding in the 
initial model and queries answerable by deduction. 
This seems to leave out Horn clause logic programming, including concur- 
rent versions [ 1201, which together with functional and object-oriented pro- 
gramming is among the most promising programming language paradigms. 
However, this omission is only apparent. Actually, Horn clause logic pro- 
gramming appears also very naturally as a special case of rewriting logic 
programming. By “very naturally” I mean that there is a map of logics 
HornLogic - RewritingLogic 
that systematically relates Horn logic to rewriting logic. However, rewriting 
logic-while keeping the same syntax and models-now has to consider also 
queries involving existential formulas of the form 
3x [u*(X)] + [v,(X)] A’..A [z&(X)] + [Uk(X)]. 
A detailed discussion of the integration of this additional paradigm within 
rewriting logic and of the role of unification in the extended operational 
semantics will appear elsewhere. 
This work has emphasized logic and models; it has not addressed ques- 
tions of implementation. However, a few remarks on this important matter 
seem appropriate. Although concurrent rewriting is a general and flexible 
model of concurrency and can certainly be used to reason formally about 
concurrent systems at a high level of abstraction, it would not be reasonable 
to implement this model for programming purposes in its fullest generality. 
This is due to the fact that, in its most general form, rewriting can take place 
modulo an arbitrary equational theory E. As pointed out in Section 2.3 a 
minimum requirement for E is the existence of an algorithm for finding all 
the matches modulo E for a given rule and term; however, for some axioms 
E this process, even if it is available, can be quite inefficient, so that its 
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implementation should be considered a theorem proving matter and should 
not be made part of a programming language implementation. However, 
CR0 can be implemented very efficiently in parallel and is indeed an ideal 
model of parallel computation on which to base the design of a massively 
parallel machine architecture; in particular, the Rewrite Rule Machine di- 
rectly implements this case [47,5]. Other cases can also be very efficient. 
For example, an important research topic that we are presently investigating 
is the design of additional architectural mechanisms to support the efficient 
cases of AU-rewriting which naturally occur in practice, such as concurrent 
object-oriented programming. 
In this regard, it is useful to adopt a transformational point of view. For 
specification purposes we can allow the full generality of the concurrent 
rewriting model, whereas for programming purposes we should study sub- 
cases that can be efficiently implemented. Then, we should develop program 
transformation techniques that are semantics-preserving and move us from 
specifications to programs, and from less efficient programs to more effi- 
cient ones. This, indeed, seems a practical and important topic for future 
research. * 
6. Related work and concluding remarks 
There is a wealth of work on term rewriting, concurrency, Petri nets, 
linear logic, equational logic and the theory of abstract data types relevant 
to this paper; a good part of the most closely related work has already been 
mentioned in the body of the paper. However, now that the main ideas of 
this work have been explained, I would like to discuss-without attempting 
in any way to be exhaustive-other work by a variety of authors that bears 
some relationship to the work presented here. I discuss connections with 
Plotkin’s structured operational semantics, with work in term rewriting, and 
with work on 2-categories. I also discuss future developments of the present 
work and relevant literature in this regard. Finally, some concluding remarks 
summarize some of the main ideas presented. 
Structural operational semantics 
Specifications using conditional rewrite rules are quite similar to spec- 
ifications using Plotkin’s structural operational semantics (SOS) [ 1081. 
Specifically, the case of syntactic rewriting (E = 0) closely resembles SOS. 
However, the flexibility of rewriting modulo structural axioms E probably 
*Note added in proof: A subset of Maude, called Simple Maude, that can be implemented 
efficiently in a wide variety of parallel architectures and can serve as the target language for 
program transformations of this kind, is discussed in Meseguer and Winkler [98]. 
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leads to considerably greater expressiveness and more compact axiomatiza- 
tions. Of course, all this should be further investigated through examples; in 
particular, systems supporting SOS specification and prototypig such as [ 221 
should be compared with Maude. A key difference between SOS and rewrit- 
ing logic is that SOS has a proof theory, but-except for the recent proposal 
of Badouel [ IO]-has not had a model theory. As a consequence of this sit- 
uation, operational and denotational approaches to concurrency have lived 
somewhat separated lives, lacking a common semantics ground on which to 
be related. By contrast, rewriting logic provides a wide spectrum of classes 
of models ranging from models quite operational in style such as 7~ to 
poset and domain-theoretic models, and even to classical algebra models 
which are still useful for functional concurrent systems; besides, these differ- 
ent semantic choices are systematically related by adjunctions. In this way, 
the operational and denotational semantics of a concurrent system can be 
connected within a single model-theoretic framework; in Maude this takes 
the form of an abstraction homomorphism linking both semantics. 
Term rewriting 
Within the area of term rewriting, the work of Huet is close in spirit to 
the approach taken here. In the lecture notes [60], Huet defined a category 
of rewritings for regular rewrite theories extending previous joint work with 
J.-J. Levy and earlier ideas by Levy [ 821 connected with the “parallel moves 
lemma” of the lambda calculus [29] (see also [76] ). In [60], Huet also 
briefly discussed rules for a nonconditional version of rewriting logic. Using 
ideas about residuals originating in the Huet-Levy work, Stark has developed 
an elegant categorical model of transition systems exhibiting concurrency, 
and has applied that model to obtain results on dataflow nets [ 1211. An- 
other important generalization of the Huet-Levy work reaching beyond the 
Church-Rosser case and explicitly addressing nondeterminism is the work 
already mentioned by Boudol [ 18 1. 
2-Categories 
There is also important work on applications of 2-categories to rewriting, 
including work by Rydeheard and Stell [ 1161, who for the unconditional case 
with E = 8 constructed a 2-category of term rewritings, and Seely [ 1171, 
who used 2-categories to treat reduction in lambda calculi. Unpublished work 
of Pitts [ 1071 brought to my attention by Poigne applies 2-category ideas 
to the semantics of fixpoints in denotational semantics, both at the level of 
functions and at the level of solving domain equations; in a sense, his work 
generalizes to the category-enriched setting previous work on continuous and 
rational theories. Independently of my own work, Pitts has also developed 
in [ 1071 a logic of fixpoints, whose fixpoint-free fragment is very closely 
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related to the unconditional fragment of the rewriting logic presented here. 
Power [ 1111 has recently studied normalization of what we here call “proof 
expressions” by means of pasting techniques in 2-categories. Very recent 
work by Pratt [ 1121 uses n-categories to describe concurrent computations. 
Several of these approaches have focused on proof-theoretic results, using 
2-categories as theories; by contrast, the main focus of this work has been the 
model theory of rewriting logic and its relationship to concurrency. Although 
this paper has avoided using the heavier machinery of 2-categories, they are 
very useful, and Appendix A of [94] develops both the proof theory and the 
model theory of a 2-categorical approach to rewriting that connects with the 
2-categorical work already mentioned, extends already known results to the 
more complex conditional case, and provides a new perspective from which 
to view the results and ideas of this paper. An important fruit of the 2- 
categorical ideas presented in Appendix A of [94] is a theory of morphisms 
between rewrite theories-developed in Appendix B of the same paper- 
that generalizes the implementation morphisms of Petri nets introduced 
in [96,97] and permits treating parameterized rewrite theories. 
Further developments 
It would be nice to further develop the present theory and its applica- 
tions in several directions. First, rewriting logic should be embedded within 
a richer logic to be used for specification purposes; this corresponds to 
Maude’s system and object-oriented theories. Parameterization issues, al- 
ready initiated in [94], should be further studied, and more experience with 
examples in Maude should be gained. The issue of program transformations 
to derive more efficient programs, and the related matter of compilation 
techniques-specially in the context of parallel implementations-are also 
important topics that need further study. 
Maude’s multiparadigm capabilities should also be further extended. As 
already mentioned, the inclusion of Horn clause logic programming is based 
on a map of logics 
HornLogic - RewritingLogic. 
This approach should be compared in detail with work on concurrent logic 
programming [ 1201 and with other recent proposals to provide a semantic 
basis for concurrent Horn clause programming such as those of Corradini 
and Montanari [24], and Andreoli and Pareschi’s work on linear logic 
programming [ 71. Yet another possible extension is adding higher order 
types. Higher order capabilities already exist within the present framework; 
for example, a lambda calculus with explicit substitution can be defined as 
a Maude functional module, and Maude’s parameterized modules provide 
important higher order capabilities. However, more explicit higher order 
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aspects seem worth investigating. In this regard, the 2-categorical work of 
Seely [ 1171 as well as recent joint work with Narciso Marti-Oliet on a higher 
order extension of order-sorted equational logic [ 861 could serve as a basis. 
Comparisons should also be made with recent higher order approaches to 
concurrency, including the work of Boudol [ 191, Berry and Boudol [ 161, 
and Milner, Parrow and Walker [ 1011. 
Concluding remarks 
The present work has provided a unification of a wide variety of models 
of concurrency, which can be obtained by specialization from the concurrent 
rewriting model. In addition, this model unifies concurrent programming 
with functional and object-oriented programming in a simple way as shown 
in Maude, a declarative language for programming concurrent systems that 
contains OBJ3 as a functional sublanguage and also supports concurrent 
object-oriented programming. Maude examples have illustrated how rewrite 
theories can be used directly as a logic programming language to program 
concurrent systems. Maude’s operational and denotational semantics have 
been defined in terms of the model theory of rewriting logic. 
A key characteristic of this model of concurrent computation is that it is 
directly based on rewriting logic. This provides a conceptual reduction of 
all the above paradigms and models of concurrency to logic programming 
in the general sense made precise in [ 911. In particular, the traditional 
dichotomy between procedural and declarative programming is eliminated; 
this is specially apparent in the new logical theory of concurrent objects 
presented in this paper. 
We have shown that rewriting logic is very well suited for computing 
with concurrent systems, and have proposed R-systems as a general math- 
ematical notion of concurent system. We have also shown that rewriting 
logic generalizes the proof theory and the model theory33 of several quite 
different and important logics currently used in computer science for quite 
different purposes. Such logics include: equational logic-which is used for 
functional programming and for abstract data types among other topics-, 
conjunctive linear logic-which has been used in connection with Petri nets 
and in a variety of other applications-, and the logic of inequalities-which 
is extensively used in denotational semantics and in algebraic approaches 
to nondeterminism. In fact, the unification of all those logics presented in 
this paper establishes a variety of suggestive new connections among those 
different fields, connections that would be worth investigating further. 
33The only case in which this has not been made explicit is conjunctive linear logic. It is 
nevertheless true also in that case, for which the appropiate models are symmetric monoidal 
categories [ 1 l&77,85], i.e., categories with a commutative monoid structure (perhaps up to 
coherence). 
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The model-theoretic semantics developed for rewriting logic gives rise to a 
general triangular correspondence between logic, categories and concurrency 
that can be summarized as follows: 
Formulas - w Objects 
Proofs -+ Morphisms 
\ / 
Transitions 
This correspondence generalizes to arbitrary rewrite theories the triangular 
correspondence between linear logic, Petri nets and linear categories previ- 
ously developed in joint work with Narciso Marti-Oliet [ 85 1. In particular, 
the correspondence between logic and categories is a Lambek-Lawvere cor- 
respondence [79,80], a type of correspondence more abstract and general 
than the Curry-Howard isomorphism. 
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